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Frankfort, Ky., March 13.-
Because the law forblde the tre-
ater of fines aarfortattures,




attliaAAY. rHUSISDAY, MARCH N. low $ .fie Plell VIA it
bond of christian fellowship ex-
isting between these churches,
and this spirit of good will to-
gether with the message "Op-
portunities for Service," made
this meeting one long to be re-
membered. Mr. James IL Ruh,
musical cirrector, led the choir,
which was made up of singers
from ali three-ed-the-eherehes.
The young men's orchestra Ten.
_ _
ounting to several hundred thou- dered excellent music and M itia
sand dollars, to the state school Elizabeth Long, with Miss Bru-
fund until the end of the fiscal. wnIng am accompanist, s an g,
year, June 30, State Superinten-All  pHis Works Shall Praise
dent V. 0. Gilbert .etated that -Earlington special to
he would be able to make only a:Madisonville Hustler.
partial distribution of the March i el -Christ- 3-S-r;ices.
payment for teachers.
The treasury will disburse for The meeting is making splen-
_ this purpose about $190,000 this did progress. Five additioneta
month. The total amount of the date. One marked thing which
March distribution is $565,000, we very much appleciate is that
and the balance will be paid in many of the best eitizens and
June. professional men are in regular
This is the first year of the attendance. None are disappoin-
seven months' term. The first ted after hearing Bro. Pullias.
of six distributions were made One business man, who is not a
promptly and there is sufficient member of this church, said:
in the treasury to meet the "It makes one want to be a bet.
March distribution, but under ter man to hear Pullias." That
the law it cannot be transferred should be the end of our religi-
to the credit of the school fund ous desires, to help people to be
before the end of the fiscal year, better.
when there probably will be a Following last Sunday after.
small surplus to apply on the noon's discourse on the "Three
next school year. Revelations," will be, next Sun.
The estimated tehoeltevenues day afternoon, a sermon Oli-the
for the year were $4,147,222.89. "Autlfenticity of the Bible."
▪ The total amount credited to the Among the things treated in this
school fund up to March 1 was discourse will be the authorship
$3,660,342.48, of which amount of Deuteronomy. We confident-
' $3,423,544.37 had been distribut- ly expect more than our house
ed to the =titles. and teuntiea, will ,se.4zoormadata. Bone-
leaving a balance at that date of hear the sermon.
236,698.11. _ 4 The meeting will 'MAWR ill-
Everywhere But ia_Miuray. definitely as , hertofore announc-
-Al 
• -ed. A seat a song book and.,:d
Eld. J. S. Hawkins, the new welcome awaits you. Come and
pastor of the Christian churetbring a ;friend.-T.- B. Thomp-
delivered two helpful sermons son, Pastor.
on Sunday to large audiences. with her ran to a neighbors and 
. .
Mrs. J. C. Rudd spent several Corn of Merchantable Quality:
field the guest of her daughter,





bushels, compared with 42,-;
farms March 1 this year 60,500,-
000 
KENTu Gicy To 00
889,000 a year ago and 44,126,000
el, compared with 67.7 cents on.'
two years ago. Price March 1 FIRST To mExi
to producers 69.6 cents per bush-1
year ago and 51.1 cents two year
CO
Washington, March 8-A sum- ago. If state troops are called to
mary of the March crop report Two Suddialhat6 Is Tries the Mexican border fur garrison
cit:IUega Ken cky rand-
fat the United States, as compil• Mn. Annie Stone, wriislfoi. a number of regiments will be 
-- felet-y. and—_probabitities are that-- -U tu
ed by the Bureau of Crop, Esti• A.Stone, died suddenly last Mon- needed. Kentucky's brigade will
mates, and transmitted through day morning about 6 o'clock at be in the first draft.
the Weather Bureau, U. S. De- the family home about four miles And, should an order to mobil.
partment of Agriculture, is as north of Cadiz. - - lie come at any hour, three regi-
follows: Several months ago Mrs. Stone ments recruited above inspection
Wheat on Farms: S,tate.-Es. had s severe attack of acute in- strength could entrain for the
timated stocks on farms, March digeltion, and for a short while southwest before noon tomorrow.
-1 this year, 1,190,000 bushels, as her condition was quite serious. Furthermore, this brigade would
compared wita 1,254,000 a year She got over it apparently, thou- be one of the few in the United
agO and 1,2e2.000 two year age. gh the hatict-differeht times States which would-have army
Price on March 1 to the producer complained of not feeling well, equipment from mess cups to
$1.20 per bushel, compared with However, she continued to go escort wagons ready to be load.
$1.43 a year ago and 97 cents two about her household affairs, and ed.
years ago. on Sunday night she and her Co. L, Murray, under the com-
United States -Estimated on husband went to the home of a mend of Lieut. Hale, underwent
farms March 1 this year 242000. neighbor near by and sat up till inspection the first of this week,,
000 bushels, compared with 152,- bed time, Mrs. Stone seeming to Col. Juatt Henry being here for
903,000 a year ago and 151,795,- be in the best of health. She the purpose. Orders to recruit
000 two years ago. Price March arose Monday morning as usual the company to full war strength
1 to producers $1.03 per bushel, and was apparently enjoying her have been received by the of-
compared with $1.34 a year ago usual health. Going into the ficers. Members of Company L.
and 83 cents two years ago. kitchen to get breakfast, she as a whole are anxious for the-
_Esti. suddenly fell. and while a phye.,Corn on Farms: State. _call to service to come and Lieut.
mated stocks on farms March 1 sician was telephoned for, she Hale hopes to have his company
this year 41,500,000 bushels,com- was dead in a few minutes, and recruited to full strength at the
pared with 34,675,000a year ago had breathed her last some time very earliest date possible.
and 25,440,000 two jean-------go-before the physician arrived.
Price March 1 this year to the
producers 73 cents per bushel as Mrs., Mattie Coleman, who 14 V' Some stealthy robber' entered
compared with 77 cents one year ed three miles west of Cadiz, the home of Will Jackson on Fri-
ago and 79 cents two years ago. day night of last week arid got
suddenly Tuesday afternoon at 'United States.-Estimated on away with one hundred dollars
-March 1 this year -1.140,- i 5 o'clock. She was on the -waif
t from her home to W. J. Greshe 
-gold coin which had been/eft
000,000 bushels, compared with in the house. Mr. Jackson and
Robbed of $1011 Is Geld
10,894,000 a year ago and 866,-
354000 two years ago. Price on
March 1 toproducers, 78.2.cents
per bushel, compared with 75.1
cents a year ago and 591 cents
two years ago.
ed an entrance by cutting the
At the evening service tRev. W. gave the alarm, and Mrs. Cole-I wire of a screen door and reach-
A. Grant, of the M. E. church, 
days of the past week in May. State.-The percentage of the
South, and Rev. Z. T. Connoway
of the Missionary Baptist church
t with their congregations, cameto welcome Rev. Hawkins in Wait and watch for it-read itIcent of the 1913 crop.
their midst. There is a strong in Red-coming next week sure. ' United States.-The percent-
age of the 1915 crop which weir
of merchantable quality is esti-
mated at 71.3 per cent, compar-
ed with 84.5 per cent of the 1914
man was taken o e ome o •1915 crop which was of mercha-ng a key that had been left in
Mr. Gresham near by, where she i Intable quality is estimated at 85 . . . the lock. The identity of the rob-
died in a few minutes.-Record.per cent, compared with 73 per 1 _ _
cent of the 1914 crop and 75 per The "Flying haulm" to .be Here.
Rev. J. A. Hassell, pastor of
the Methodist church, is in re-
ceipt of the information that the
"Flying Squadron,"of the Mem-
phis Conference Sunday School
crop and 80.1 per cent of the Board, would visit Murray next
1913 crop. . Monday and Tuesday. Services
Oats of Farms: State,-Esti- will be held Monday at 3:30 and
mated stocks on farm Marclr
this year 1,530,000 bushels, com-
pared with 845,000 a year ago
ber remains a mystery. •
Mrs. Cloys is Trouble Again
Mayfield, Ky., March 15-Mrs.
Cal Cloys is in trouble again and
is likely to be in jail again, ac-
cording to Sheriff Sullivan, who
stated that her arrest would be
made today. Her home, east of
the city limits, was searched by
Sheriff Sullivan and Deputy Mar-
ONLY National Bank in CaIlbway county. Safe, sound, solid and sure. We are controlled by
• • • the United States Government.
I-The FIRST NATIONAL BANK of Murray




• • • •
• • • •
We are members of thegteat Federal Reserve banking system.. These great reserve banks are
•6-reated for rio other-purpose thaii- to aid banks like OUR BANK. : SAFETY FIRST.
oallaigidi,040041.04111K4.011.0q4111i01111K4.040.01apoilwompo
PRENTICE HOLLAND P. A. HART
New Drug Store




Prescription Department in Charge of a
Registered Pharmacist
Haland-Hart
Next Door to Adams Barber Shop
MURRAY, KENTUCKY PHONE 23
was approved lad week, by Nay
fiscal court and Mr. Joe
the contractor, will be paid $7.-
900 for the eonstruetion of the-
five miles of highway according -
to the plane and epecificationse
of the state road engineer. The
contract calls fur a forty foot
right-of-way with a road tied of
ititriiiipade not
tO dieted S-Ost ceet:-tritder tht-
contract price the road will not
be graveled. The survey makes
but slight changes in the pres-
ent route. Mr. Clark will com-
mence the work as early al Pq3-
Bible this spring.
ins Saw the Yellow Label, Too
Raines, Tenn., March 11.
r.--Ct. 3. Jennings,
Murray, Ky.
Dear Sir and Friend:-
I find that I sin due you $1.00
for the Ledger, my subscription
expired last September, and you
will find check enclosed for same.
I hope you are well and doing
well. I am still traveling in the
good, old, sunny south and like
the country tine and am well
pleased. I am traveling in the
Mississippi delta, and it is a fine
country. Yours truly,
R. J. WATERS.
Call fw Canty Warrants.
- -_
We, L. A. L Langston, judge
of the Calloway County Court.
and H. C. Broach, clerk, by au-
thority of the Fiscal Court, have
this day issued bonds in the sum
of $25,000 with which to pay the
outstanding indebtedness of Cal-
loway county. This indebtednessam's, in company with a daugh- wife had gone to the- home of a having been contracted during
ter of Mr. Gresham, to .,spend the neighbor on Friday evening. &XI the year 1913 and_prior_to_ that
rniAt, -On the way she compla- returned about 9 p. m., but the date and warrantii issued at thatined of feeling badly and _sat money, which was hidden in a time whichereatill unpaid.
down on the road side. Setetng bed, was not missed until the _. A call Is now made and noticethat she was quite ill, the ladyiinext mornin The thief gain- given to all parties holding war-
rants of itny kind against Cal-
loway county to present same T.41
the county judge for record and
payment. No warrant or claim
of any character whatever will
bear interest after this date.
Given under my hand this 15th.
day of March, 1916.
L A. L LANGSTON, Judge,..
Eggs That Will Hatch.
You want eggs that will hatch _
You want ihese chicks to grow
and thrive and ripen into matur--
ity in the earliest possible time.
chicks are made-in-the--
7:30 p. in., and the Tuesday ser- yin Sullivan and fifteen pints of shell. If the parent stock is in
*ices ati11:30 aim. The list of whisky, confiscated. The juice a weakened condition, how caw
speakers includes Mrs. Elizabeth was found in a box under the you expect to get fertile eggs0 and 729,000 two years ago. Price Kilpatrick,   - -
with 65 cents a year ago and 53 
Shackford, Mr. J. R. Pepper and released from custody on condi-
Mrs. W. W. Adams, dining room table and under the
Mr. C. J. Nugent. Rev. J. W. house. Recently Mrs. Cloys was
Rev. W. J. Moore. tion that should she begin tam- , ,
up the system of fowls, ruts
and strong sturdy chicks. B. A
Thomas' Poultry Remedy tones
March 1 this year to producers,
; 59 centia per bushel. compared
them in condition to lay, there)))
.. cents 
two years ago. This institute has been held in pering with whisky again the producing eggs that are fertileL'nited States.-Estimatedon Murray upon previous occasions former fines would raised against and will make chicks that livefarms March 1 this year '579,-
and the program is always one her by County Judge Gregory.
tio0,000 bushels, compared with and grow. We guarantee it. Sex.-
Oin<>4111100110041110011.o4OKAIIIK>oiliKNowoilwool.0400411.04.c.
interest, especiallySunday
379,369,000 a year ago and o ton Brothers are distributors for419,-
school workers and this visit 
Murray merchants will hold
481,000 two year ago, Price on ' their annual fashion show and Murray and vicinity.promises to be one of rare im- _______ ___
March 1 to producers 42.7 cents spring opening on March 23, 24 Josh Holt, in jail on a champportance to all church members.
per bushel, compared with 52 1 and 25._ Elaborate preparations of house breaking, and George
cents a year ago and 38.9 cents I will be made by every business Williams, colored, on a charge ofThe sales at the loose leaf wa-two years ago. concern of the city and a wel-. grand larceny, made their es-Barley on Farms: State Es- rehouse here Tuesday were the •come awaits all who attend. The
cape Tuesday night. The prison.timated stocks on farms Ma t of the season. About- regii arYlinnouncement-appears
1 this year, 23,000 bushels, corn- 000 pounds of the weed was of- era were confined in the steelon the eighth page of this issue. cell in the rear of the jail andpared with 14,000 a year ago and fered and readily sold at satis- - 
6.000 two years ago. Price on factory prices. Lugs ' brought Road Contract Approved. used a hack saw and pipe rench
March 1 to producers, $1 per bu-
shel, 
to.cut the bars of the cell. Oncefrom $3.50 to $4.65, establishingcompared with 84 cents a
year ago and 72 cents two years a new high average, while the The contract for the construe- out of the cage it was an easy
ago. leaf, common to medium grades, tion of the Pine Bluff road from matter to dig their way through.
Tennessee river to Brandon Mill the brick wall to freedom.United States.-Estimated on brought from-$5.50 to $8..
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Look, Mother! If tongue ia
coated, give "California -
Syrup of Figs."
Children love Oils "fruit lazatIvi.
tod nothing else cleanses tbe tender
stuenaoh, liver and bowels *et ntlialr.
A child simply will not stop playlag
to empty the bowels, and lb. result is
they become tightly clogged with
waste. liver gets sluggish. stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
cross. half-sick, feverish, don't est.
sleep jr act naturally, breath is bad.
eyetens tali of cold, heit IOW thrust.
etonsaehoche or dtarrhisse.-
Mother! See if tongue is coated. thee
give & teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of nee," find in a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food Phew* Ornire7P
tern, and you have a well child agate.
Millions of mothers eye "California
Syrup of rigs" betanse It is perfectly
harmless: children love it. and it nev,
or tails to act on the stomach. Beet
Lad bowels.
oAsk at the store for • 60-coat bottle
▪ "California Syrup of Pigs:" which
has full directions for babies. chIldrell
of all ages and for grown-upspliaLata
printed on the bottle. Adv.
'The Other Orpundhog.
Knicker-What were you wonder'
tog
!locker-Whether the pork barrel
saw its shadow.
DRINK LOTS OF WATER
TO FLUSH THE KIDNEYS
tat Less Meat and Take Salta for
Backache or Bladder Trouble-
Neutralise Acids.
Uric acid in meat excites the kid-
neys. they become overworked; get
sluggish. ache, and feel like lumps of
lead. The urine becomes cloudy; the
bladder is irritated, and you may be
obliged to seek relief two or three
times during the night When the kid-
neys clog you must help them flush
off the body's urinous waste or you'll
be a real sick person shortly. At first
you feel a dull misery in the kidney
region, you suffer from backache, sick
heedeehe, diastases, stomach gots sour.
tongue coated and you feel rheumatic
twinges when the weather is bad
Eat less meat, drink lots of water;
also get from any pharmacist four
Ounces of Sad Salts; tate a table-
spoonful In a glass of water before
breakfast for a few days and your
kidney. will then act fine. .This fa-
mous salts is made from the acid of
grapes and lemon juice, combined
with labia, and has been used for
generations to clean clogged kidneys
and stimulate them to normal activity,
also to neutralize the acids in urine,
so it no longer Is a source of irrita-
tion. thus ending bladder weakness.
Sad Salts is inexpensive, cannot in-
jure; makes a delightful effervescent
lit/tie-water drink which everyone
should take now and then to keep the
kidneys clean and active. Druggists
here say they sell lots of Sad Salts to
folks who believe In overcoming ktd-
ney trouble while it Is only trouble.--.
Adv.
A Sion.
95 your slitter at home, Bobbie?"




Girls! Try This! Makes Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful-No
More itching Scalp.
Within ten minutes after an appli-
cation of Danderine you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please You most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new
hair, fine and downy at first-yes-but
really new hair-growing all over the
scalp.
A little Dandertne immediately dote-
-T• bles beauty of your-
ference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it
through your tele taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is amaz-
ing-your hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an incomparable luster.
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of KnowIton'a
Danderine from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any-that it has been neglected or
e injured by careless treatment-that's
all-you surely can have beautiful hair





SIMMONS! OP NORWIRIIAN VBSSIL
MAY PIIIVIVII THII ENTIRE
SUBMARINI
IS REGARDED AS SERIOUS
State Department Goes into the Sillus




TES IITYUAT =CM. MI/WY. Y.
:OM RESPECT TNE LAW
Semen, Informs U. S. That Subma-
rine Polley Wetald Be Chanted If
Ingland Would Observe Law.
----
Wisahlnaton- Germany has owlet s
farther **planation to the United
litteites of the position It has taken in
reward to armpit merchant yeasels of
this entente allies,
Count von Berustorff Whittled Seer,
tory Lansing a formal nirtnorandum,
which. after reviewiug the "elute
leading up to tlertuany's reveal detes
Ion 16 treat armed merchant ships WI
&military cruisers, conceded that elle
!sting International law does not mtg1.
late the use of submarines, Indicated
a willingness to conduct undersea
werfare In eeenedettee,11 440 WA law
Washington -Secretary I/MOM has
Instructed Coesul Osborn at Herta,
Veattee,-- 44- -forefeet latzuediately _all_
available details of the sinking In
Havre !toads of the Norwegian berk
Sinus, from which seven American eit
teens were rescued Consul Osborn
-previously reported that the Siltus was
torpedoed without warning on the
-night of March 9.
If a torpedo did destroy the hae,t,
which was bound to Havre from New
York with grain, the government re
sponsIble will be held to strict a'
count.
Officials seemed inclined, however,
to refrain from forming an opinion ert
til it was knowr positively that a tor-
pedo and not a mine sunk the idalIE
Should Coneul Oviborn's investiga-
tion establish that a torpedo actually
was responsible, the United States, of
Mists Indicated, would view the mat
ter as even more ',MOM than If a
passenger ferrying vessel was involv-
ed. The State Department coneldere
that American seamen have even a
greater claim to protection than' pas
imagers. A passenger travels at hit
discretion, while a seaman Is compell
ed to do so by his occupation.
So far dispatches to the Siete De-
partment have simply said the vessel
was torpedoed without warning.
Greater London has about 2.000.000
more persons within its limits than
Greater New York has.
Net Gray Hairs bin Tired Myea
make us look older than we are. Keep
your Eyes young and you will look young.
Atter the Movies Murine Tour Eyes Don't
tell yotir age. Murine Eye Remedy Co..
taticago. Benda Eye Book on request.
A woman talks until things get se-
,rious-then she gives a man a chance.
Dr: Puree's Pleasant Pellets are the
origmaT Titter elver pulls mit eiip 40' rears
er and bowelaro-Ade.
• Sometimes the mo e money a man





Paris The Petit Paristen says that
one of the Americans oa the lititui
was Injured seriously in his legs, and
was taken to the Pasteur Hospital. He
is John Hartmann, 18 years old.
- - - —
WAR AGAINST GERMANY
Germany Hands Portuguese Minister
at Berlin His Passport-Selzure of
Ships Neutrality Breach?
Berlin.--tiermany has declared-War
on Portugal, and the Portuguese min-
ister has been handed his passports.
"The German government, there.
fore, considers herself from this time
In war with the Portuguese govern•
nient." I. the conclusion of a declara-
tion handed by the German Minister
at Lisbon to the Portuguese govern-
ment and in Berlin to the Portuguese
minister, the Overseas News Agency
statement says.
"The German declaration," says the
news agency, 'emphasizes the fact
that this step was made necessary by
the recent illegal seizures of German
ships in Portugueae ports, which iii
the gravest sort of breach of neutral
ity and of special reaties. Germany,
therefore, is obliged to give up her
former attitude et forbearance, which
she had maintained because of Por
tugal's -awkward situation.
"The declaration enumerates a long
series of breaches of neutrality by the
Portuguese government, such as the
permission of free passage to English
troops through the colony of Mozeib-
blque, the permission given to r}ng-
lish men of war to use Portuguese
ports for a time exceeding that giv-
en neutrals; the permission given the
lenglish navy to use Madeira as a na-
val base; actual engagements between
Portuguese and German troops on the
frontier of German Southwest Africa
and Angola; frequent insults to the
German nation by members of the
Portuguese Parliament, who never
were reprimanded.
"The declaration further points out
that the seizure of German ships in
neutral Portuguese ports on Feb. 23
was an act against the law and the
-treaties conrind
_and_ F'q_rtug al ."
Mexican Artillery Located.
Douglee, Ariz United States army
officers located four pieces of atell-
lery placed on hills about the elextear.
town of Nogales, opfoos-Ite Nogales,
Ariz. Several pieces of artillery were
thereupon placed en hillg on the
.nerican side.
previLiling at the outhrialt ed the war,
providing lineal Britain and the allies
would regard the IMMO laws, and PI
pressed the hope that the people of
the United States. remembering the
loge 'listing friendly relations be
Oilmen the two nations, would appre-
ciate the German position
The memorandum was submitted
to President Wilson shortly after Its
receipt. It will be considered, togeth
or with other documents from the Gee
man government, In determining what
shall be Oka nezt etep of the United
States In the submarine negotiations.
There was every indication that the
administration would be In no hurry
to announce a stand as to the new
policy of the central European power,
or to pees finally upon Germany's la
test propoual for a settlement of the
I:usltania cam
Echoes' of President Wilson's vic-
tory litz-the-aght to end agitation in
Congress over the armed ship question
were heard on both sides of the capi-
tol. In the Senate Senator Stone.
chairman of the foreign relations corn
mittee, made a statement, after a core
ference with the president, announce
Mg that because of the chance that
his remarks might be atisconetrued
abroad, he wouid not make a speech
he had prepared for delivery. He re-
ferred to the difficulties by which the
execulltive was beset, and declared
that President Wilson's supreme with
was to avoid the calamity of war.
From both the White House and the
State Department there same during
the day emphatic denials- of a rumor
that the administration itself intended
to warn American citizens off armed
ships. At State Department it was es-
platued that _Kw** for.the cilieene Whet
took pupilage on armed ships not en-
tering American waters to determine
whether they were boarding vessels
armed defensively or offensively, and
/the nature of the 
instructions under
eibich ship captains would act in the
presence of a submarine. An offens-
ively armed ship which enters Amer.
lellia waters. It was said, would he re
girded as a war vessel and would not
be allowed to remain more than 24
hours. In foreign waters, however,
it s no concern of this government
how ships are armed.
WATER POWER BILL PASSES
Groat Industrial Development is Pre.
dieted For South In the Adoption
of the Shields Measure.
Washington-Senator J. K. Shields
of Tennessee scored a signal victory
In the Senate when his water power
bill was passed by a vote of 46 to 22.
The only two Southern senators -who
voted against it were Senator Luke
Lea of Tennessee and Senator Morris
Sheppard of Texas,
The bill had been under debate for
five weeks and throughout the entire
time Senator Shields defended it
with • skill and ability that won the
admiration of el en those aerators who
opposed its passage. including skilled
parliamentarians and seasoned debat-
ers. The bill was not amended in any
respect that affected its vitals, and no
amendment was adopted in which
Senator Shields had not concurred.
The Shields water power bill, as it
it officially designated, will enable the
development of water power resources
of the several states with every inter-
est of the public safeguarded and pro-
tected, and if it passes the House and
becomes a law a new era of indus-
trial development In the South. espe-
cially in Tennessee, North Carolina,
Alabama and Arkansas, will dawn.
up 'Pet wits the soiL'
structien of dams in navigable waters
under licenses issued by the secre-
tary of war, and gives grantees the
right to operate power plants for 6n
years, after which time the federal
government. may take over the plant
after giving two years' notice, and pay-
ing a fair value to be determined by
the secretary of war, and the owner
by proceedings in the United States
courts.
Regulation of rates and services is
placed with the states in which the
plants are located, or, If interstate
commerce is involved, with the Inter-
etate Commerce Commission, on ap-
peals when the states involved are un-
able to agree on reasonanle rates and
adequate service.
Brazil Favors Portugal.
Rio Janeiro, Brazil -Germany's dee-
laration of war on Portugal has railed
forth expressions of sympathy in va
rious qnarters here with the cause te!
the entente &liter There were enthu
gestic demonstrations in the streets
of the capital.
CiereSein Fleet at Sea.
London-A German fleet consisting
of at least 60 big warships, followed by
a large gray painted armed trawler
fleet, two big Zeppelins and numerous
submarines, have been sighted in
the North Sea off Terschelting Island.
North Holland, according to the report
of a steam trawler, which bets arrived
at Ymuiden. Thu fleet was proceeding
weafwark. The. corxenondent adds
that five large cruisers of undetermin
ed nationality passed Yrouider. at full
speed.
satie.ko
Washington -Atuerlean troops awe
been ordered across the Mesh an hot.
der by President WIlroa to take Fran
deco %lila and his bandits, dead or
alive.
Crider the direction. If not actually
the leadership, of lien. newton, witi
ended the Philippine insurrection by
taking -Aeguinaltio single handed.
American columns are now moving In
Meek,/ They an to, meet ghoul
3,000 guerilla troops in a mountain-
ous region frotn which Carransa sold-
ier* have fled. A xufficieut force will
compiles the American expedition.
Whether this-160g deferred armed
action which begins purely as a punt
the measure to clear Northern Mexico
of menacing bandit bands over which
lien. Currants. has no control shall
grow Into a general armed Interven
thin or occupation in Mexico depends
In a largo measure upon (len earnings
and the Mexican people.
It begins with the president's
declaration that it is entirely In all
of the Carranza government, and
without thought of aggression. This
statement, prepared by the president
himself, was given Ont-ii-lhe White
House: ,
"An adequate force will be sent at
once in pursuit of Villa with the single Infantry Attacks Gain Foothold In
object of, capturing him and putting a Woods Northweet of Verdury-Oth-
stop to his forays. sr Attacks Reported Repulsed.
"This can be done and will be done
in entirely friendly aid of the co& Paris.--The German Infantry attacks
otituted authorities In Mexico and tie h have been erraly increased to the
scrupulous respect for the sovereignty northwest of Verdun, between Beth -
of that republic." Incourt and the Meuse, and the tier
President Wilson's decision to de • mans have meele a gain in that impor
part from the refry -watrtifet wait- tent sector, getting a foothold in the
Ins hastened by the Columbus man Corbeaux wood, to the southeast of
macre was announced after it had been Cote De L'Ole. An official statement
unanimously approved by the cablmit Issued. by the war office makes the
and administration leaders in Con- gdMission, but declares all other at-
-gress. The president's position Wais lacks in that nerghbethbod were ft.-
-explained fully to the latter, who agreed pulsed.
that he should not be embarrased a'
this Lime by discussions of a minority
which might arouse trouble in Mex-
ico.
After a brief cabinet meeting. M
which the president was described as
being as determined to eliminate Villa
as he was to eliminate Muerte, Secre-
tary Baker hurried to the War Depart'
went and as his thee act in office sent
orders to the border troops.
Gen. Carranza, in a telegram to the
State Department, expressed regret at
the Columbus massacre, but made no
comment on the proposal of sending
American troops to hunt down the ban-
dits. Eliseo Arredondo, his amber;
sador here, was officially informed
of the American Goverment's action.
He only replied that he would, coin
municate with his chief. He has
lously .expressed his personal opinlat
that the movement would not be op
posed.
State Departrifent officials 'declined
to say what their attitude would be if
Gen. Carranza took a hostile position.
They said the United States would
settle that question when it arose. If
an offer of co-operation Carranza
troops is made they said, it could hard
ly be-refused.
WILSON SENDS U. S.
TROOPS TO MEXICO-
PUNSTON INSTRUCTED TO TAKB
VILLA AND BANDITS DEAD
OR ALIVE
IN A PUNATIVE EXPEDITION
U. S. WANTS INFORMATION
Illnelane Asked Is She* Confidential
Instrueti•ne 0 ehlgi Captains.
Deny German Charges
- Washington The United Waite
has asked tiro& Britain for a copy if
the confidential instructions to 'row
Menders of leritish nierclient vessels,
which Germany claims prove that liter-
chameleon armed ostensibly fur de
tensors purposes have orders to act
offensively against German and Aus
erten submarines. The request is on
dbasswieter tood.to have been made through
141r Cecil Spring-Rice, the British ant
Washington Government Illnderno This is the first step the I/Mimi
Thar, IS bee ',units,. IS Invade Mater has taken since administration
inseft rviryner.- etelate tveiren littiartuir the ibealflata
Ca"esshe 15 -Iremoreada ea 
tits eublect atibinitlet
by Count you llornstorff, the German
ambassador
There are strum intimations that
the British government would later
be given an opportunity U.) answer all
the Gorman charges and to comment
upon the 20 incidents where Germany
claims defensive armed ships have
acted offensively toward submarines
of the control European power*,
The Walsh embassy has made pub-
lic a otatetnent challenging, every sub-
sandal statement Is Count von Item.
otohts ntemoranduni, and setting forth
that while Germany contends that her
submarine warfare Is in retaliatien for
British VIOlattatig of litteruatiunal law,
many of the German aces were corn
:need before the first order In cowl
01 complained of was heeled
The lnquiry to Great Britain was
determined upon se a means of gain
hug an accurate understanding of (he
British posttion. The state deiebt.
ment wants to know definitely under
what instructions ',retell sea captains
are operating, so that It will be In a
negotiations.ilaito 
terre on ftl_thre diplomatic
GERMANS ADVANCE FURTHER
REPORT TROOPS OVER LINE
Rumor Is That Actual Advance Begun
From Douglas, Arizona-Censor-
ship Is Tight.
Washington. - Unofficial advices
reached Washington from Douglan,
Ariz., stating that the advance into
Mexico had actually begun from that
point, failed to shake off the tient
censorship which Newton D. Baker,
the new secretary of war, has placed
about all troop moverbents in connee-
Lion with- the punfttre expedition.
Mr. Baker has promised to makc
known at the proper time when the
American troopers are actually on
Mexican soil, but beyond that he will
not bind himself. It is doubted herr
whether the public will be informed at
any time of the numbers of men or
the organizations sent into Mexico. Af-
ter the chase has actually begun, it is
said, news will be furnished regard
ing any engagements, but the War De-
partment is likely to give no intima-
tion of the location of such action.
"Somewhere in Mexico" will become
a familiar phrese to the American as
the cavalry winds In and out through
the Sierra Madre Mountains on this
hunt for a needle in a thousand hay
stacks.
Tug _Sinks; Four Drown.
Norfolk, Va.-Four men were in-
jured and one possibly drowned when
the ocean tug Daniel Willard was run
into, and sunk by the Old Dominion
liner Madison, near Craney Island,
March 9. The collision was witnessed
by the crews of several smaller craft
that were opesating in the harbor at,
the. time. The Witter& earning a
barge, wee bound' for Hampton Roads
to 'complete its string of eclat barges
to be towed to Boston. A' mistake In




Soldiers An s Entrenched Expecting
New Attack
41•111••
Douglas, Arls.-With United States
troopers stationed along the border
east of here entrenched for the pur-
pose of repelling a possible night at-
tack by Mexican bandits and other
infantrymen entraining to move east-
ward for guard duty along the New
Mexican border, the Situation here haa
assumed a warlike aapect.
One battalion of the Eleventh in-
fantry departed on • special trair for
liachita. N. , to assume border
guard duty, so that the American cat,-
shy detachment there might he free
to act as a mobile field force in case
of attack.
Two companies of the Sixth intan
try left for San liernardine, 18 miles
east of here
The infantry contingent remaining
et Douglas was temporarily attached
to the Second cevelry brigade under
command of Col. Dodd, with headquatr-
(era here. Telegrams were sent to
Washington, it was understood, urg-
ing that Col. Dodd be placed in com-
mand of an expeditionary force should
one be sent from here into Mexico.
Col. Dodd Is fanilleer with the section
the Villa troops are traversing, it was
said.
A vounteer automobile force was
formed by citizens here and a large
number of machines were placed at
the disposal of army officers.
Vote For Eight-Hour Day.
Chicago.-It is officially announced
that the vote of 400,000 engineers, fire-
man and_erainmen of Ameeican rail-
road (overwhelmingly favored authertr-
ing union heads to enter into negotia,
tione with the railroads for an eight.
hour day.
Rush U. S. Arms Orders:-
Philadelphia:Pa -Four of the larg
eat munitions plants Is this :section
are wbrking on rush orders for steel









equaled in the his-
tory of cake decorat-
ing an example of
deliciousness, light-
nesa and wholesome-
ness that would be a








Unconfirmed Report Declares That
Two Mormon Ranchers Were
Victims,
El Paso, Texas.-Accredited but un-
confirmed remelts received by Gen.
Gabriel Gavira at Juarez state that
two Americans, narned_leranklin and
Wright were killed by Villa bandits
recently at Pacheco, between Casas
Grande; and Janos. Cnihuahua
The advice; contaieed nothing as to
the fate of the wife and small son of
Mr. Wright, who were reported with
the men at Pacheco. Gavira declared
the men, said to be Mormon ranchers,
residing west of Cases* Grandes, die
regarded warnings he had sent 10 all
American residents of Northwest Chi-
huahua alien he first learned of VII
la's movements in that. sectipn.
Girl 'Blown To Death
Chicago.-Miss Esther Ross, 17, of
Hammond, Ind., was picked up bodily
by a galVtoseed inte the swift cur-
rent of the ship canal Ind drowned,
While she was attempting to-cross a
new bridge over the cahal.
Sixi Miners Lose Lives,
Wilkosbarre, Pa,-Ste Ine workersf
are believed to have I elide lives
and a mine Jere-mate ti'a 
re 
riously In-
jured In .e. fire in the Holienbeck Col-











ding Cake was made






der was used because
both these experts
use it exclusively in
their work and know




So do 'millions of
housewives who use
It every bakeday—so
will you if you try it
on the things hardest
to bake.
Send your name and
address for free rec.
te and history of
the Wedding Cake.
Then bake one just
Like it yourself.
World'a Parr Food If zoo-




Would Need a Long Reach.
"The average man is said to con-
sume a thousand pounds of food a
year."




No sick headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation
by morning.
Get a 10-cent box nOw.
Turn the rascals out-the headache,
biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases-turn them
Out to-night and keep them out with
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom-
ach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting toed;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
'A Cascaret tonight straightens you
out by morning. They work while
you sleep: A 10-cent box from
any drug attire means a clear bead,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Chil-
dren love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
A Whale Market.
Jonah complained.
"We are always advised to buy at
the bottom, but there is nothing for
sale," he cried.
Important to Mothers
..Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In T:se for Over 30 ears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Table Wit.
"I can't- reach the sausage."
"Whistle tb it, suggested the ho.
morous boarder.
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
should be given to sprains, swellings,
bruises, rheumatism and neuralgia.
Keep Mansfield's Magic Arnica Line
ment handy on the shelf Three SAM
-36c, 60c LW $1.00.-Atie.
You aeldoin meet a married ntan





to match. They are demure and
dainty looking, undeniably becoming,
and bring the frock they adorn up to
date.
Small Hats.
The spreading wings of the aero-
plane must have been the motif for a
smart little close-etting hat seen a
short while ago. Its dark velvet brim
was offset with a light-colored
stitched crown, which was finished on
a point and lapped over the front in
envelope fashion. The spreading
wings were of a vivid red, which gave
a snappy appearance to the hat.
Welts Marquisettes.
White marquisettes with embroid-
ered dots or rings a& thirty-eight
inches wide. These are among the
















































One Thin Fabric Oyer Another.
IT must be a great pleasure to tholewho create beautiful things for fairwomen to look their fairest in,
when a commission is given them
to make party gowns. With fancies un-
hampered by any considerations en-
copt that of beauty they are at liberty
to make apparel that does not seem to
beletag-to Dila workaday world—and
they do. One of these dreams come
true Is portrayed above. The camera
shows that the artist has made the
most of embroidered net and georgette
crepe in an adorable gown, which is
PO simple the wonder iii-thit someone
else did not think of It WO. But each
gown tells Its own story a little dif-
ferent from any other. Therefore,
where the discourse Is of party frocks
It is unending and always "to be con-
tinued."
Transparent materials are the de-
light of modistes because they make
opportunity to play with color. Frocks
in the order of that shown here are
made in combinations of two or three
colors. Blue and green, blue and pink,
white and maize, and any number of
others less familiar have been used
in the seductive gowns and airy fab-
rics designed for the new meason.
Georgette crepe Is used with lace and
with net, sometimes two nets are com-
bined, and, in white gowns especially,
net and lace are liked together.
The underskirt in the gown pictured
Ii made of two sections of embroidered
net flouncing, moderately full and
without draping.
--zi --•-- -An--- underbodlep-I(avintV-Allifirt-
* foundation of thin silk) is also made
•
A
capes are about ae practical U neck.
wear made of sheer cottons. Tha
cape pictured is cut to fit about the
neck and to ripple at the shoulders.
Its edge is hemstitched, and small
satin-covered buttons are set in a row
at each side of the front. It is a very
becoming little accessory, and quite
as attractive when matig-storgandle
as it is in silk.
A cape-collar is shown, In two
views, at the loft of the picture. It
is made of organdie and finished with
a lace banding about the edge. It
narrows at the front, where It slopes.,
to a long point. Similar collars, made
without lace, and finished at the edge
with hemstitching and very eleganUy
decorated with one or two rows of
hemstitching, are set in near the
edge. The same neat effect is se-
cured by inserting extremely narrow
lace in the collar and finishing the
edge with an equally narrow hem-
stitched hem.
Considering these styles, one might
think that high collars have suffered
a total eclipse, but this is not true.
The mode appears to have compro-
mised on collars high at the back
and open at the front. In sults and
frocks these are conspicuous, and in
many of them a narrow band of tho
material extends across the throat,
from one side of the high collar to the
other, where it fastens. Fashion ap-
pears loath to give up the smartness
of the high collar, but anticipates
their defeat in warm weather.
—There -are-xnenf varieties of the




of the flouncing, with long and very
wide sleeves. An nverbodice in bolero
effect is made of the georgette crepe,
with two rows of tiny satin-covered
buttons down the front. The long
overskirt of the crepe shows the In-
fluepcie of the pannier inspiration in
the ,fdlded drapery at each aide. It is
gathered at the waist line across the
back and caught up to the underskirt
at each side, below the drapery.
A wide crushed girdle of soft satin
fastens at the back, finished with two
pointed ends leis than a half yard In
length.
Little capes of satin and others of
taffeta silk are shown among the new
neckwear. Cape& like them in size
and shape appear on frocks and coats,
In the sante color as the garment, but
the seperatecepe is hr white or a
light eolor. Salm silks and satins
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ROOT'S PLEA FAILS
Voters Will Not Be Misled by
Speciousness.
Sa-Seeretary's Hopes ivt Restoring
Ribber Seheidules of Aldrich Tar
iff Are Toe Plainly in Bel-
dam In His Speech.
The worst Indictment of Mr hoot's
recent speetb is that be seeks to
wake partisan capital out of national
danger.' lie. would make high ideals
support a ittg tart*. Ma repeats the
discredited patter about "Demorratie
hostility to business" as a prelude to
his discussion of lielisluin Its eau
not criticise the adminietration.pulicy
in Mesico without putting a wreath
on the grave of the murderer, 'Nor-
m, and his talk about "American
rights" in that country is a thinly
veiled plea fur conceosion hunting cor-
Loral ions.
Just as the (erica of England took
advantage of the hoer war to foist
their antiquated scheme of education
on the country, 'so Republican lead-
ers, with Mr. Root at their head, are
trying to take advantage of foreign
complications to restore the rubber
schedules of the Aldrich tariff and ex
pipit Mexico for the benefit of Wail
Mreel.
The American people will not he
misled' by any such pleas They want
peace, and President Wilson has kept
Peace. They went the national honor
maintained, and ho has maintained It.
They want, preparedness; and Presi-
dent Wilson has done more to secure
it than all Republican occupants of
the White House since the Civil war.
They want to avoid, if possible, the
necessity of conquering and adminia-
torte, -Mexico, ind malt the --presi.
dents policy offers the one visible
chance of securing that .end.
These are services which no minor
errors can counterbalance and no ape
eial pleading obscure.
Mr. Schwab's Bonuses.
Munificent generosity always wins
applause, and so Mr. Schwab's state-
ment that he has given to men in
his service who had brains and en-
ergy sums ranging from 1600,000 to
$1,000,000 MR Of the profitsOf MI busi-
ness naturally excites interest and ap-
proval There will be general agree-
ment also with his remark that abil-
ity must be recognized end that men
who contribute largely to elle success
of, -in 'enterprise should 'Share rich-
ly in its prosperity.
 The -American people will not over-
look the fact, however, that the indus-
try In which Mr. Schwab is engaged
Is and for many years has been In re-
crept of governmental bounty. When-
ever It is proposed to withdraw even
• tithe of this favor, we are told that
ruin impends. It, then, the manufac-
iure of steel and its products is so
precious a venture, how does it hap-
pen that Mr. Carnegie could distribute
tens of millions with a free hand
among his associates, and that Mr.
Schwab, under conditions changed in
some respects, is able to follow his
example'
Paying the Fiddler.
A revenue system adequate to meet
the necessities of the new naval and
military program of this government
cannot, of course, be devised in detail
Until something dettnite 'Is known
about the character and scope of that
program. On the other hand, the pro-
gram cannot be accurately formulated
till it,ris reasonably certain that the
money with which to carry it into exe
mitten will be forthcoming.
Rut it is safe for congress to go
ahead planning its program of expen-
ditures, because do congress is going
to spend money without a reasonably
tixed purpose also to provide it. The
nation is wealthy enough, the people
are willing enough, to carry the
burdens of a proper defense program,
to make it safe to go ahead. There
never was a time when stronger argu•
ments in favor of the budget system
of revenue management were to be
deduced from current experience; but
the budget system has not been es.
tablished and the exigency cannot
_await its creation.
Republican Negligence.
Why is it that the Republican party,
which for the last half century or
more, has been in almost continuous
control of the politics and policies of
the country, and which has even
claimed to control Providence ttself,
has set things to rigets instead of
turning it over, as they did the Mexi-
can question, for the Democrats to
muddle?
The Republican party ought to clean
up as it gees. In all fairness, the
Republicans ought to assume a little
of the responsibility for the fact that
our "acquired habits so feebly con-
strain the elemental forces of our Bev-
age nature."
Plan to Restore High Tariff.
It is only natural that if after 75
years of a settled tariff pelicy that
policy is changed from a protective
tariff, to a low tariff those who
believe in a high tariff should
make every effort to restore that
tariff. There have been plans of-
fered and put in bnotion for motoring
Diet policy. They may have assumed
different terms, as a program for me
tIonal defense, or criticifen of our for-
eign polity. bat tt al/ harks ,back to the
restoration of the tariff. "The voice
is Jacob's, but the hands are Esau's."
"I •
HEADS WELFARE DEPARTMENT
Louis A. Coolidge, chairman of
the welfare department of the Na-
tional civic federation. Is a scholar
and writer of ripe attainments as well
as a man of large business interests
After Several years as a Washington
eurveseemient hmos ampetastuor
aissistant secretary of the treas.
urys.taindhtdhe following year resigned
to bei onto treaderer of the United
Shoe Machinery company. a position
ho
%Voltam work, according to Mr.
Coolidge. whose experience entitles,
him to judge, raises wages, Increases
the employer's profits and brings the
stockholder larger dividends It adds
nothing to the met of production, for
that coat is all absorbed in increased
efficiency in the plant.
- "Unless employees art' hi primer
physical Condition,' hid"Mr. Cool-
idge in conversation the other day.
"we must look for a positive loss -in
effectiveness, for general lassitude and for lack of definiteness in action,
business enthusiasm and ambition to excel—all of these things representing
a calculable diminution In the economic efficiency of the factory force
Welfare work teaches us to reduce human waste. That is what we do
when we Improve the conditions under which our employees live and work—
we contribute to their health, knowledge, contentment and, through
these, to their skill
"Let us accept it as an axiom," he continued. "that welfare work is not a
charity. It may have in it the elements of philanthropy, but of charity none
at all. The primary motive which. actuates the employer usually is interest _
In the well being of his workmen—a philanthropic motive, if you please, but
welfare work must justify itself in increased industrial effectiveness or it
will fall of its own weight.
"There is no plant, however small, In which proper sanitary conditions
are _out of the question. Every estaplishtnent might Well adopt the motto.
'Deed surroundings, good beeith, good work.' and Ite•-trpeto- it, for in those
ilia Words are contained the whole law and gospel of welfare work."
GENEROUS_ 'ILL" KETTNER
Congressman "Rill" Kettner of
California has an unconscious habit of
standing with palms.apen, upward, and
arms slightly outstretched, as if he
were about to hand somebody some-
-thlaje licom illJDI t u ca I copse-
queries of Kettner's disposition. He
is such a generous chap that he rarely
lets a day go by without making some
friend a present of something or other.
-This present may-be merely a good
cigar, but usually it is some high-
grade product of southern California
—a can of ripe olives, a bottle of Cali-
fornia wine; or a box of oranges. Ili
seems to feel that even the most
casual conversation is incomplete un-
til he has said:
"Walt a moment. I've got some-
thing here I want to give you." ,
For many years Kettner was the
foremost insurance nuisance of San
Diego. He has a mellow voice and a
ready flow of conversation and there
was no resisting him when he stopped a San Diegan on the street and sought
to convince him of the need of purchasing a new Insurance policy. When
he took up politics, Kettner soon became just as irresistible in that line as
he was in the insurance business. The last time he ran he got something
like 20,000 plurality in a district normally about 20,000 against his party. In
other words, he changed over about 40,000 voters, which is a feat without




Wash away all ths stems" liv•
Sr. led bowel poisons be.
fere breakfast.
To feel your beet day In and day
out, to feel class inside, no sour bile
to cost your tongue sad sicken your
breath or dull your head; no cowslips-
bilious attacks, sick headache.
*olds, rheumatism or gassy, acid _stew
sett, you must bathe on the inside like
you bathe outside This le vastly
more important. because the skin
pores du not absorb impurities into
the blood, while the bowel pores do,
says a well-known physician
To keep these paleune and tulles
well flushed from the stomach, liver,
kidneys and bowels, drink before
breakfast each day, a glass of hot wa-
ter with a teaspoonful of limestone
phosphate in it This will cleanse.
purify and freshen the entire alimen-
tary tract, before putting more food
into the stomach,
Get a quarter pound of limestone
phosphate from your druggist or at
the store. It is inexpensive and al-
most tasteless, except a sourish
tinge which is not unpleasant. Drink
phosphated hot water every morning
to rid your system of these vile poi-
sons and toxins, also to prevent their
formation.
To feel like 7oung folks Mt like
you felt before your blood, nerves and
muscles became saturated with an ac-
cumulation of body poisons, begin this
treatment and above all, keep it up!
As soap and hot water act on the skin.
cleansing, sweetening and purifying.
so limestone phosphate and hot water
before breakfast, act ea- the stomach.
Liver, kidneys and bowels.-Ad,.
Then Why?
 1 . "Will you marry me, Ethel? Mylantily_ is all one could wish for-"Then why do you want ins?"
WOMAN FARM EXPERT
 41.••• 
Down in Georgii the department
of agriculture has found a young wom-
an who knows more about scientific
farming than most men know, and
who also knows how to impart her
knowledge. Therefore the department
has appointed her a farm demonstrator
In the South, and she is now engaged
in showing the young men and women
of that part of the country how to
make farming profitable and pleasant.
Miss Hoyl Skinner—for that is her
name—believes she can do much to
check the migration of young people
from the country to the city. One
of her specialties is poultry milling,
and she thinks this industry can be
largely developed in the South. She
also knows a -lot about canning, and
hopes to teach it to the boys If they
(an be induced to abandon the idea
that it is too feminine an occupation.
With attractiveness and energy added
to her knowledge and skill, Miss Skin-
ner Is likely to go far in her chosen profession. She is enthusiastic over her
work for the government and believes she can de much to aid the Southland
that she loxes so well.
Senator Harry Lane of Oregon
has an abhorrence of waste that
amounts to almost an obsession. A
needless" expenditure of money gets
under his cuticle like a woodtick
and makes his life a burden. It isn't
that he is a tightwad either. In his
personal affairs he spends with as
little heed as anybody; but when it
comes to wasting government funds—
the very funds that a great many
great legislators love to spend with
much reckless abandon—Lane is a
miser, watching every penny like a
terrier dog watching a rat hole.
When he first struck Washington,
Lane did nothing but fuss and com-
plain for two solid weeks about the
marble chambers and other unnecee-
miry extravagances about the senate
office building.
finally 'one of his fries:13s in





Whit gig ycl get-
tingyeu want to pay rent for your ofilt e .oem here?"
, 
"If I could afford It I might, at that," replied Lane.
' BABY'S MONO SKIN
Clialekly Soothed and Healed by
Cuticura. Trial Free.
Ratbe with hot water and entice?* --
Soap. If there is any irritation anoint
gently with Cuticura Ointment on end
of finger. Refreshing slumber for rest-
less, fretful babies usually follows the
use of these super-creamy emollient..
/ They are a boon to tired mothers.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticurs, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
Calm Slowbetter.
Slowbetter is a calm man, not su-
lly upset. On one occasion as his
motor car had come to a sudden stop
he crawled underneath it to see what
was the matter.
Somehow or other some petrol ig-
nited A fierce burst of flame and
smoke came forth. enveloping Slow-
better. In the midst of the excite-
ment he walked to one side with his
usual slow and regular step. His face
was black, his eyebrows and eyelashes
were singed, and what was left of his
hair and beard were a sight to behold.
Someone brought a mirror, and he
had a look at himself. As usual, how-
ever, he took matters philosophically.
"Well," he said, slowly and deliber-
ately, "I was needing a shave and my
hair cut anyway."
The Optimist.
Charles F. Murphy, the Tammany
leader, praising optimism, said.
"When I am looking for cheery,
bracing optimism, I often think of the
street musician playing 'Christians
Awake' on a cornet in the midst of a
driving snowstorm on Christmas day.
"The snow fell, the wind blew, and
the musician, standing in a deep drift
tooted away when a lady passed.
"The man looked (trove at his shab-
by attire and said to hinieelrproudly
and optimistically:
"'How lucky it's only my shoes
that's full of holes. They don't show
at all in this deep snow.' "—Washing-
ton Star.
STOPPED SHORT
Taking Tonics, and Built up on
Right Food.
The mistake is frequently made of
trying to build up a worn-out nervous
system on so-called tonics.
New material from which to rebuild
used up tissue cells is what should be
supplied, and this can be obtained
only from proper food
"I fcund myself on the verge of a
nervous collapse, due to overwork and
study, and to illness in the family,"
writes a Wisconsin woman.
"My friends became alarmed be-
cause I grew pale and thin and could
not sleep 'nights. I took various
tonlcs, but their effects wore ni
shortly after I stopped taking them.
My food did not seem to nourish me.
"Reading of Grape-Nuts, I determined
to stop the tonics and see what' a
change of diet would do. I ate Grape-
Nuts four times a day with cream,
and drank milk also, went to bed
early after eating a dish of Grape-
Nuts.
"In about two weeks I was sleeping
soundly. In a short time gained
weight and felt like a different woman
Grape-Nuts and fresh air were the
only agents used to accomplish the
happy results.' "Marie% a Reason."
loglerut given by Post= Co Battle-
Creek, Mich.
Leer reed Ht. sleeve letter? A sow
ewe appears trim time Is thou. They
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When You reit-Dad
Stomach and Rowels out of order. appetite poor and
general disinclination for work,
HER DINE
Is the Remedy You Need
It createl energy by drawling the systent of bilious Impurities
and retooling activity in the stupid It rt. Take a dose when you
go to bed. 'You trill fret blight and rigorous urn morntnr1111"
a fine ruiitystig and regulating medicate. Pries SO scats.
1111111111111111101111110111. ..T4ammounsmiminiummium4*1
THE MURRAY LEDGER
0. J. JENNINGS, EDITOR.
_
,
dllintsred at thepostatioe at Murray, Kentucky, for transmission through
• the mantilla Inwood cies. manor.
THURSDAY. IARilI hi. one;
Bro. Mac Pool certainly poss- Cards of Thanks.
esses an eye single to the eternal
We wish to express our heart-fitness of things. Bro. Mac has
felt thanks and appreciations toenjoyed many of the table corn - the physicians, many friends and
_ _forts of this world, (specially at relatives who were so kind and
the other fellow's table, and re. good to us during the illness of
alizes with a knowledge born of our dear little uoy. For the phy-
experience that about the great-
est pleasure in this old world of
sin and sorrow is to eat when
AN ORDINANCE.
An ordinance -calling for an elec-
tion by the qualified voters of
the City of Murray to determ-
ine whether it shall increase
Its present .indobtedneas fur
the purpose of constructing,
operating and maintaining an
electric light and power plant
in the city of Murray, and for
the improving of the present
system of water worhiAnd  au!
thorizing notice theresp- .---
Be it ordained by the General
Coll6Cil of  the City of KurriLV:
That on the twentieth day of
May, 19Iti, there shall be held in
the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, an election
for the purpose of taking the
census of the qualified voters of
the City of Murray whether the
said city shall or shall not in-
crease its present indebtedness
in the sum of Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000.00) for the pur-
pose of constructing, operating
and maintaining a municipal elec-
tric light and power plant in the
City of Murray for the purpose
of furnishing electric light and
power to the City of Murray and
its environs, and for the further
purpose of improving the pres-
ent water works system as now
owned and operated by the City
sicians who watched over him so of Murray.
patiently we can not say enough. It is further ordained by the
May Heaven bless them., Words General Council of the City of
you are hungry. Very aPPrO4 fait to express our gratitude to Murray that upon the creation
priately (if our readers wilt Par- the relatives, neighbors, friends of the said indebtedness of Twe-
don the personai reference. A- of the entire community,. May nty Thousand Dollars (20,000.00)
hem! 'Bout the-way the average you each be surrounded by such there shall be levied and collect-
high-collared chicken-ted says it, comforts when a similar trial
aint it?) Bro. Pool had his good comes to you,-Willie and Lem:
wife to hake one, of those splen-.ra Barnett. —
did angel food cakes That has
made her famou4 as a culinary Wo wish to express our heart-
expert, and it was presented to felt thanks to our many friends
_ •
the Ledger editor for his person- and neighbors who were so kind !
use anrionsiniiptiOn. It was1 to us during theillness and the
•.-onsumed, and we want to pro- death of our darling babe, and
nounce it as fine as we ever de= to Dr. Blalock we all thank Hai
voured, and again want to thank for what he did. He was always'
Bro. Pool for his ability to select patient, kind and good. When
just the right sort of food to give sorrow and death comes to your
an editor angel food. homes may such blessings as we
had be with each of you is our




On these days we will
have displayed the
greatest and most com-
plete line of
Silks, White Goods, Ribbons,
Wash Goods, Coat Suits,
Ladies' and Children's
- -footwear,
Hose and Millinery Goods.
Our spring showing this season
will .be--far greater than anything
we have ever shown in the past.
[No advance- in prices here]
Good Music by Parker's Band on Fri-
day and Saturday. Join the
Crowds at Wadlington's.





upon -all- real-and pertonal
t
not he-iesn than two years artili
years after the contracting of
which shall not exceed twenty
the said indebtedness, there shall I
be levied upon all real and per-
sonal property, Subject to taxa-
tion within the City of Murray,In
addition to the then pr4..sent tax
levied upon all real and personal
propvty within the said city
subject to taxation, an annual
sum which shall not be in excess
of twu thousand dolla-rs l$2,(0))
Of lie iirtiOliht sufficient to pro-
vide for both the interest and
sinking fund for the year in .
wit eameinTevied, frOm which in hturrs1716.ntucityi-offerfor-sale at public odayi------ita•aum there shall be deducted an
amount sufficient to pay the in-
terest on the said indebtedness
which shall not exceed a period
of twenty years, and at no time
shall the additional tax herein
providid for exceed the consti-
tutional limit for municipal cor-
porations of the fourth class.
Signed
H. E. HOLTON, Mayor.
C. M. SMOOT, Clerk.
Z. G. CONNER, Attorney;
This 15th day of March, 1916.
FALLEN FROM GRACE.
For many Years we've been
expecting something of the sort
to occur, sane calamity to. over:
take him, but never pnce dream-
ed the catastrophe would be of
the magnitude it has developed.
And Nashville a dry town, dry-
er'n_thunder. And we were only
yesterday thinking how well he
was doing and today across our
dreams falls this terrible shad-
ow. John Mc has back .slidden.
••
ivWith germs and parasites of •• EYE GLASS FRAMES ••
The evidence is-not lacking, it's.unan kinds. It is full in insect4:
LE NOIR/7
By order of the stockholders, we, the undersigned
committee, will on
SATURDAY, MARCH 18th.
next, at 1:00 o'clock p. m., at the north court house door
sixty days' time, the grounds, race track, buildings an a
other appurtenances, in their entirety of the Calloway_
County Fair Association. Purchaser to give bond with
approved security for the purchase price and 8 per cent
per annum thereon. Option is hereby reserved that any
party or parties may take over the aforesaid property
from purchaser within sixty days from date of sale there-
of, at purchase price with interest on conditiein that said
property is to be used for perpetual fair purposes only.
COMMITTEE:
J. E._ Owen Cons Frsdier" Wayne Howard




What,S1"kens Your Horse? ••••••••• • 
••••
•
$ 3 . 2 5 •
• i• -
When vegetation dries it is al- 1:
property subject to taxation with- here produced. He ainturir eggs that hatch as soon as they
• _ ._•
then present council and all sue- LENSES from $1.00 UD •110 the ' • These parasites grow and multi- ••  •penitentiary etimer, but
ceeding councils of the said city, 'there is another instit/ution with ply and the horse weakens and
in the City- -of Murray the
10 Karat •••
seat to the legislature aga' nor gointothe stomach-of a- -horse. • - - --•- p
All First Class Work and •
until the indebtedness shall beci doors standin' ajar for him and becomes an easy prey to disease. is. Guaranteed.
' Pn. di ju alklitiull---ta -the then.** goblins wilt get him -if he ,g. A- Thilini"'- -SIM( 'AMOY -4-t: •
present tax, an annual tax of DR JOHNSON 
.
on the each one hundred dollars 
don't watch out. Read this ac-
count of his condition and join 
guaranteed to keep any horse , :
free of this germ life. Not only I:
at; raliam Bldg. Office Phone 13.3
. ••
I
not more than twenty (20) cents
with Oa ill prayers-that he might does it keep them free of germ_ as, _:
worth of property, real and per- opee more be restored, not to but they ate (itrong and winter "4440i-isms* 0000 ••••••.... '
the said City of Murray, and not 
Abraham's bosom, but to tious- better. They shed earlier andsonal, subject to taxation within
era with good bosoms: The Nash- are always looking thejr best.
less than an amount sufficient to vile Banner introduces him as a This remedy is Medicine--strai-
pay the interest on the said in- 
 
"pote" and then follows his ght Medicine and costs but lit-
debtedness''-for the respective
year in which theviax is levied,
and also to put aside in the sink-
ing fund which shall be estab-
lished for the purpose of liqui-
dating the said indebtedness
•
Of pome. I
"So far this season only one
poet has attempted an ode to the
snow. This gentleman is none
other than Mr. J. Mc Meloan,
the well known statistician in
within a period of not less than the office of the commissioner of
two and not more than twenty agriculture. Mr. Meloan, who ;
years, a sum which shall bear to was a newspaper man before he
the whole indebtedness the same
ofiefflOrifharthe year-Tn-which 
began working for a living. is a
poet of rare attainment. He corn-
it is levied bears to the number_, . bines the fire and dash of a Kip-
of years in which the whole ling with the poise and splendor !
! shall be paid, which in no event . of a Browning: Mr. Meloan is
shall exceed twenty; and the first especially good in meter, heilavT
tax shall, be levied and collect(!;(1,ing had much experience with i
in the year in which the interest those that register how much gas
, and water has been used per 'shall first be due and payable. !' month-J Mr. Meloan',s snow epic:It is further ordained by the is as follows:"
General Council of the City of !
. :Murray that for two weeks pre-. in...tick, snow. s„ ana raw.
ViOUS to the said election, there 'Tee (tinges!: u tick I f:r have saw:shall be published in some news-- -- With its,;(1.1, re tee
paper published in the City of low, I een.
Murray, a notice to the qualified Worsen arir old weather 1 ever
voters of the said city in the
words and figures as follows, te•
wit:
Notice is hereby given to the
qualified voters of the City of
Murray that on the twentieth
-day of May. 1916, there slut)
held in the City of ,Murray an
election for the purpose of tak-
ing the-census of the qualified
voters of the said city whether
the said City of Murray shall or
shall not increase its present in-
debtedness in, the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00),
for the purpose of constructing.
operating and maintaining an
electric light and power plant in
the City of Murray for the pur-
pose of furnishing light and po
wer to the said city and its en,
viore and for the further purpose
oriMprovifig-the present system
of water works as now owned
and operated by the said City of
Murray.
Should the required number of
qualiapd voters of the-C-Ity
MurrIy, as is. reqaired by law,
vote in favor the creating the
said indebtedness for the pur-.
pqatra herein set out, then tfiere,-
Ititer tmtil the fiklid indebttt1mus
shill-be paid, which period shall
hat e set n.
it-a, it blew -and it spew.
And it en' e!ean Utru:
As for coal I Iniie only a few:
NV hat shall we do If the thing keeps
Meat to hand will be out at dawn.
tRabInta now uuraanly _thartst -
pants)
To the rich with their sleighs.
It brings happy days;
Laughter and joys to fair maidens
and boys;
But the beatitittil MititiT Nay. nit
and' not so,
When.the gaunt wolf paws at the
Before the cld woman picks her
ge.-se.. _
Wislit she'd remember the high
• price of grease. .
As for "prepat edness,- we're not on
the spot.
Except for a littlusiAttkrandwirot.
So rabbits, look out, crouch low in
. - your bed,




is clean and well lighted, stock-
ed with the very best pharmaces










-  Office With
N. B. BARNETT
n • • 4-1.White and red oak ties, t  • • Kentucky- -ixs v Murray,'
feet long. Made from live oak. 4k=>*--4<:).(:="•<='4<=>10C,DO
7-inch face for No. 1 ties. No
tle. We sell and guarantee the
B. A. Thomas medicines.
Sexton Brothers are distrille-




DI. IS. MS RTIIARD KEYS




Phones: Cumb. 75. Ind. 90.
This is an antiseptic cleansing •cp•c:>•<:)•::>•cD•c4c::>•
dentifrice which, while not at 
all abrasive, will, if thoroughly °I1111"1.1"1111"1"11.°411111"Ill'C'
used, give a high polish to the
enamel and always leave a de-
lightful sensation of perfect
cleanliness in the mouth. It is
a_cosinetic and prophylatieagont f
of great value and one that may
be depended upon with the ut-
most eonfidence.
It is more than a vacation re-
quisite. It should be classed
with the necessities. 25c at II.
P. Wear's. 324
Eggs for Sale.
Eggs from pure bred White
China Geese, $1.00 per 6: Wild'
Mallard Ducks, $1.00 per 13.
Silver Lace Wyandottes and Sin-
gle Comb White Leghorns, from
the best strains.-Mrs. 1. T.
Crawford, Lynn Grove, Ky., :
Cumb. Phone 134.3. 324* ,-  
Ties Wanted.
441i441+•+4‘44t44R+et+•+•*•+sevit+secrooked ties or windshakes. Lib- .
P A II Anil 
4.eral inspection. ' Received at it+
PI__Lyi _siLian and SurAeon ;
tioa write F. B. Heath, Birming- 1: •
Hardin. For further informa- e;
to Diseases of 
XSpecial Attention
2211* I'ham, Ky.
Melarine for the Fare. 't+ EYE, EAR, NOSE and THROAT i
.4.1( Eves Tested. Glasses Fitted. iThe -man who shaves himself +
Murray, Kentucky xwill find the greatest satisfae-1 +
+x _tion is using. Melorine. It is t - RQL11.111:::- -
- xready for instant useas poured '.1e: - Pnice
from the bottle. Allays irrita•
tion, is a ntiseptic, healing and
soothing. Try.it and if you don't -.- - -- --
like it You can have the money
• 4
/
Murray, Hazel, Almo, Dexter and
• •
;9. to 12*. 111. I to I p.
Wi-fit+ilfdlti1+4+34+44-114441144H-le+
" —_ Notice to Creditors.
back. 25c at Wear's drug store. Parties who are indebted toin charge of a Registered .Grad-1 Champion Ringlet Barredii.:aadurocittky 
samt e at eartie,*-4•1,nveniencti
Dr. C. N. Crawf'ord or to Craw-
le your prescriptions fi1t hurne.--lunny
uate in .Pharmacy. Bring us eggs 75c for 15 packed, or at 50c
Mrs. Jenn:e Orawford,
fors) Jones please oati• and set- Olt
them r;ght, at tin right pricer- Farm'. Hoicard, 31-n .
'the Per slar Store, H. I'. Won R. f. Cumb. phone 2'on 109 J. I. C. H.-Jones.
• ,
:441 .4- _ , • . .
.;
-7
.# .- • - • '






















































The Methodist ladle% •or Mursi Mrs. Rlsenhoover. mother of , 
"Why Swear, Dear?'ray will serve dinner in the hase-i Dr. Risenhoover, of this city, ;
?taint of the church fourth Mow; fell the past week and sustained
day in March. la broken hip. She is at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Edna GrQr for Cored
',For Sale or Trade.— Groceries„.!
horses, hogs, pigs, cows, second 'Kan, of 1.18ZPI. Owing to her ad-
hand buggies, etc.— Y. E. mi. %glanced age the injury is quite a
hams, at Cole's grocery. Hams, serious one.
and shoulders wanted. ;nor Deputy Sheriff Felix Bailey
Two mad dogs were killed on bas traded farms again. During
the east side of the county the the past week he exchanged the
past week, one -near Faxon on W. A. Baucom place, near Cher.
'Jim Wyatt's farit,=thi other at ry, recently-purchased by- him;
-s P. A. Walker% near Newberg.] for the P. A. Houston fent:two
miles east of the. city. The ex-Any skin itching is a temper
: teeter.A:he more you scratch thi
I worse it itches. Doan's Ointment
Is for piles, eczema — any skin
Absolutely Pure itching. 50c at all drug stores. _
Made from Cream of Tartar 






The success sof "baby week"
in Murray was very pronounced,
Jones and wife, of Paris, Tenn., Farmer, on Institute street, was and the various women's clubstruck -by lightning during-11wIke past week. of the city are to be congratulat-
For Sale.—Good milk cow, a; thunder and rain storm Tuesday led for the interest taken and the
--dripper; oW 4 years old; good, morning of this week. Members splendid programs render e d.
ifualitiett.--4.-11. Bell .* of the family in the house were Each of the several entertain-
Saturday I- went your eggs. I
quite severely shocked,
Have you seen the ChevroletGet my price_before Belting. _
car? If not, come in and take aMiss Lora Pullen is on a ten
look at it. It is the juiciest piecedays' visit with relatives and
of pie that exists in the automo-friends in Calloway and Graves
bile business today. For sale bycounties. —Paris Parision.
Geo. W. Downs.
MisOfary K. Moore, of Mt.
A household remedy in Amer-Vernon, Ind., arrived here the
ica for 25 years — Dr. Thomas'past week and will be associated
Electric Oil. For cuts, sprains,with Mrs. Sale as trimmer this
burns, scalds, bruises. 2--,c andseason.
50e. At all drug stores.
Seed Irish potatoes at McE1-! We take pleasure in announc-
rath's. My price is right. ing that we are in same place
A good dinner awaits you _the this season, and are expecting
fourth Monday in this month in • you to come and inspect our beau-
the basement of the Methodist tiful line of spring hats. Same
church. courteous treatment to all.—Mrs.
Inez Brown Sale.
For dysp?psia, our national
ailment, use Burdock Blood Bit--
tera. Recommended for stren-
gthing digestion, purifying the
blood. At all drug stores. $1.00
a bottle.
Noah Gilbert, Jr., will be as-
sociated with the new drug firm
of Holland. Hart Company, and
will give his entire time to the
store as soon as the city schools
close. Noah is one of the most
splendid boys ever reared in the-
city and has many friends who
will be glad:to buy at -the news--
store on his account.
change war durtnilhe
week.
Foy and Coy Phelps, the two
year old twins of Andrew Phelps
and w i fe, who live north•
west of city, died the past week
of scarlet fever, their death oc-posts at 5 and 6 eta. each at my
curring within forty-eight hoursfarm 5 miles from Murray on
one on the lith and the other on— Murray and Crossland road. —.i.••••••••• OOOOO ••••••••••• Leslie Ellis. 3162. the 11th. The parents of the
LOCAL and PERSONAL :1• -The tinte to take a tart is 
children have the sympathy of
many friends in their great loss.14: when they're passing," said the
The burials were in the Spring11••••••••••••  •••••••••••• small boy. Just take a look- at
Creek grave yard.I the Chevrolet car at the DownsRead it in RED next week.• Garage. Rev. C. H. Casey, of Martin,
McElrath always pays more for Tenn., will preach at Lone OakFor Sale.—Pair black mareyour eggs. next Saturday and Sunday. Themules 3 years old this summer,Coming next week and you'll also good brood mare. Come and Saturday services will be heldwant to read it in RED. commencing at 2 o'clock p. m.,see them and get terms.—W. M.
Seed oats at McEirath's, 68c
per bushel, by the bag.
Novis Clark left Malay. for
Saginaw, Mich., to spend sever- operate easily, without griping
al week visiting relatives, and without bad after effects.
Coming next week sure. Read 25c at all drug stores.
it in RED. Twin girls were born to Mr.
Eat with the Methodist ladiest and Mrs. Belcher'rof this city,
iourth Monday. Basement of the the first of the week. Mr. Bel-
Methodist church. cher is a member of the firm of
Saturday will be egg day at Potts & Belcher, proprietors of vices by Rev: N. S. Castleberry,
DileElrath's bring them in. the new meat market.
Mrs. Geo. -0E—Gatlin was the A large sassafras tree in
the yard at the home of Willieguest of her parents, Rev. J. G.
Twin boys were born Monday
afternoon of this week_ to _Jeff
Edwards and wife, of near old
Wadesboro. Mrs. Edwars is a
sister of Mrs. Will,Huie, of this
city.
WHAT CATARRH IS
It has been said that every third
person has catarrh in some form.
Science has shown that nasal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness
of the body; and local treatments in
;he form of snuffs and vapors do little.
if any good.
To correct catarrh you should treat Its
cause by enriching your blood with the
ereesst in Scott's Emulsion which is a
medicinal food and a building-tonic, free Feedstuff of all kinds
iromalcohoi or any harrii ful drugs. Try it. Eirath,s.
scot t & Bowne. Illootancld. N.J. _
and the Sunday services corn-Bryant, 6 miles north Murray V'
mencing at 11 o'clock a. m. TheDoan's Regulets are recom- general-public is invited to at-mended by many who say they tend both services.
Miss Julia Moore died the lat-
ter part of the past week at her
home near Farmington. She was
,Iabout 38 year e of age and had six months. She was well kno sof
been in ill health for the past in that section of the county.
several months, The burial took The hurill_took placein_the Bar.
place Friday after funeral ser- nett grave yard.
Mrs. R. C. Stubblefield-, has
purchased the J. R. Miller farm
north of Murray on Rock House
Creek. Mrs. Stubblefield is the
Id° w of..11...rs-aStu-bbleArskleasho
accidently killed himself some
leyeral weeks ago while:climb-
ing! fence with a gun. Mr.
Miler recently imoved.:to Nash-
ments were largely attended andiville, Tenn.; toreside.
enjoyed by every person privil:1 Reuben Wilcox and Mies Beu-
-
eged to be present. thel Young, 'popular young peo-Notice to Public.—We are rep- pie who live a few miles south.resenting the Watkins Medicine east of the city, werelunited inCo. in Calloway county and ex- marriage last Sunday at the res-
pect to call on the people at an itince of the bride's lather, W.
early date with a full line of the R. Young, of near:Cherry, Rev.
Watkins remedies. W. A. Duese W. E. Morgan raying the cere.'will work the west side and W. mony. Mr. Wilcox;is a son ofW. Nichols the east side. We r. R. H.Wilcox an is one o
will begin canvassing at state the very splendid young farmers
line and work north as fast as of the Locust Grove section of
possible. Expect us soon, Ithe county and a popular young
--The newly elected republicanIman and has a 'wide; circle of
county committee convened here l friends. His bride:is a splendid
last Saturday and elected W. C. !young woman, loved:and admir-
Oibron, of Hazel, chairman; ed by many friends. The Led-
Harry Patterson, of Murray, sec- ger joins their host of friends in
retary, and Joe Boyce, of Mur-_,Lexteading _ happieaLcongratula-
ray, treasurer. The meeting wairtions and best wishes.
Use liets-lt
It's the Few Plan. Simple. Sure as
Fate. Applied in a Few Seeends.
"Why, Join, never knew ) tiu to
Use such laitgurar' I've told )ou
aevsral times it a no use tu try those
bandages, salves, tape.. vitiator. and
J
"You %Wouldn't toe* You, Tempo?, John.If You Laird •firrta-lt" fur Those Cornet"
contraptions for corn.. Ifere's someIts just wonderful how elt•r.'clear and clean' It makes any cornconic tight off. Takes but a few sec-onds to apply. It drica at ones. Putyour sock on right over it.—there'snothing to stick or roll up. form abundle of your to., or grass on thecorn.- It's palriless. simple as rollingoft a log. Now put away those knIvea,razors and scissor.. use '(lets-It' andyou'll have a awseter disposition andno more corns and calluses" •'(lets-It" l• sold by druggists every.where, lie, a bottle, or sent direct logE. Lawrence Co.. Chicago. Ill.
Sold In Murray and recommended
as the world's beet, corn remedy. —
II. P. Wear.
Mrs. Roy Barnett, of the Bran.
don Mill section of the county,
died last Saturday after a sever-
al months' illness of consump-
tion. She was only 16 yeast of
age and had been married about
0111 MY BACK!
The Escretsios of Maoy a Kidiey
!elf rer.
A etubborrs'backache is retire
to suapvet kidney tronhle. When
the kidneys are inflamed and
swollen, stooping brings a sharp
twinge in the small of the baOk
that almost takes the breath
away. Doan's Kidaey Pills re-
vive sluggish kidneys— relieve
aching backs. Here's convin-
cing proof of merit.
10144 Curtinseeri S. Twelfth,
St., klayfietticy:; pays:
had sharp pains across the small
of my back and through my
sides. Doan's Kidney Pills
quickly cured me and I have had
no occasion to take a kidney
medicine since."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy
---get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
same that cured Mr. Curtinger.





Great Bostriess Losses Due to
Neglect
quite a harmonious affair and
was very much in contrast to the
recent county convention.
at Mc-
The Holland-Hart Drug Com-
pany are now open for business,
the buainess being under the di-
rect management of Prentice
usTANG eHdo,,nantdh.e 'The g iceosmpaliy buildingis  I near
For Sprains, Lameness, 
the Adams barbershop. This
Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism
Penetrates and Heals.
Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast
- -25c..50c..$1. At All Dea cra.
UNIMEN
new store promises ,to become
one of the most popular drug
houses of the city:and.while their
stock is not yet complete they
have a very splendid line of 
rugs, makines- and sundries.
They also have one of the very
finest fountains ever inIMurrav
and will make a specialty of
drinks of all kinds. They invite
a share of the public patronage.gasixszcssxmstrEcrwassxraxnxtzra4xmcmcnxtlxmalx=
PREPAREDNESS_ 
The entertainment at the
school last Friday night was one
of the most pleasing affairs eve;
held in Murray and was attend-
ed by a crowd that taxed the ca-
pacity of the building. The con-
tests between the two school so-
cieties resulted in each winning
laurels. The Sun Ereta winning
three medals and the Minerva
two medals. Miss Laprine Wells,
declation, and Messrs. Bertrain
Brelsford and John Shelton, de-
bates, were the successful con-
testants for the Sun Ereta, and
Miss ;Ruth Parker, music, and
Mr. Francis Bell. declamation, for
the Minerva. Each participant
acquitted themselves sv,sh credit
-•-;14 - Hughes & Irvan. Lumber Co. _1 and it isa: tsts;aitleoceseeding diffi
Much Talked About Nowadays. We Are Ready. Are You.
Now is the time to buy Screen Wire,
Screen Doors, etc, Buy now.
DON'T WAIT.
• The Price is Now Right. - Don:t Know About Later.
W. WITHERS MILLER
President of the Drug
itirhtnorrti. VIC': IV
for the following extraordinary state-
ment; •-•
"I estlinafe_thitt the business men of
this country could increase their effi-
ciency ten per cent by taking an
occasional laxative end not neglecting
Um-bowels as most of tam do."
lie also that If the Department
Of Commerce in Washington would
present each business man in the coun-
try with a box of Itexali Orderlies, It
would lie of great benefit to the na-
tional welfare. Rexall Orderlies are
prompt In notion. pleasant to take and
never gripe. can be used by Men, wom-
en or children. sift, are• just the thing
for toning up sluggish livers.






A new, ill steel, electric
lighted train from Main.




Arrives Dallas 11 l5 a.na.
Arrives Ft.Worth 12 *aeon
The only solid trek*
between
Memphis and Texas
Cotton Bolt Routsall thoway
-no change of cars, no mist,.
ing connections. Morning
train leaves Memphis at 9:40
• m. Trains from the South.
east connect at Memphis.
Low Fares
Winter Tourist Fares daily
to many points in Texas,
Louisiana and New Mexico:
stopovers and limit of May
31. 1916. All Year Tourist
Faros diily to certain Texas
points;90daylimitstopovers.
Send hr illustrated boot.










Listemseiryou want red top
SEED, red clover SEED, sweet clo-
ver SEED, white and mixed oat
SEED. winter turf oat SEED, or-
chard grass SEED, blue grass
SEED, sudan grass SEED we have it.
Also nitrogen for inoculating for
sweet an alfalfa clover.—Sexton
Brothers. r.A2
Pay as you eat. 3 cans of pink
salmon, 25c: high grade patent
flour, every barrel guaranteed,
at $6.85 per barrel; good straight
run flour, every barrel guaran-
teed, at $6.60 per barrel; 50 lb,
can pure hog lard. $5.65. Pay





Mightv Big Power—Mighty Low
Fuel Cost--Mighty Little Price—
Great men made this car. Arthur Mason. father of
the valve-in-head motor, made the Chevrolet motor. Made
it so it would reduce fuel cost without :oss of power. Tried it
out for three years under the most exhaustive tests._ Today
this Chevrolet type valve-in-head is the answer to the-ques-
tion of Economy and Power.
Now add the great production factor. genuised by
W. C.-Durant. A. B. C. Hardy and Russell E. Gardner, aria
you have the Mightiest Car at the Littlest Price,
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When You reel Bad
Stomach and Rowels out of order. appetite poor and
general disinclMation tor work,
HEROINE
Is the Remedy You Need
It (Testes energy by cleansing the P steni of bilious linpurities
and restoring activity in the tot poi hi it Take a d. ac when you
... so to bed.. You will feel btight. and vv.roui 1,ext motning icy
a fine purifying and regulating tottfic me. Price SO cents.
JAS. C. BALLARD. Proprietor ST. LOUIS, MO.'
AN ORDINANCE.
An ordinance calling for an elec-
tion by the qualified votere of
the City of Murray to determ-
ine whether it &lel' incrtase
its present indebtedness for
,the purpose of constructing,
operating and maintaining an
electric light and power plant
in the city of Murray. and for
the improving of the present
system of water work, and SU-
• thorising notice thereof : -
Be it ordained by the General
--Coinicil of the City of Murray:
That ortbe twenttettr-
May, 1916, there shall be heldin
the City of Murray, Calloway
years after the contracting 
ofALE
the said indebtedness, there shall
be levied upon all real and per-
sonal property, subject to taxis- ,
tion within the City of Ig,urray,in
addition to the then preieltit
levied upon all real and peril '
property within the said -city
eubject to taxaCon, an annual
sum which shall not he in excess
of two thousand dAlars ($2,000.)
or an amount sufficient to pro-
vide for both the interest and
sinking fund for the year in
- - . - -  - — -
not be less than two years and S
which ?shall nut exceed twenty
•
THE M-URRkir-LEDGER 
fCounty;r   ik) ernpot us ce• kyo'.f at na k ienlgec t itheon 
  census of the qualified voters of
0. J. JENN'INGB, EDITOR. the City of Murray whether the
said city shall or shall not in-
46inisred at the postofSoe at Murray. Kentucky, toç transtntestou through crease its present indebtedness
the malts as eeoutid class matter. in the sum of Twenty Thousand
- -
Bro. Mac Pool certainly poss-
esses an eye single to the eternal
fitness of things. Bro. Mac
We wish to express our heart- of furnishing electric light andhas
Dollars ($20,000.00) for the pur--
TR U RS DA Y. M A RC it 15.--t9111 pose of constructing, operating
-  and maintaining a municipal elec-
tric light and power plant in the
City of Murray for the purpose
Cards of Thanks.
felt thanks and appreciations to power to the City of Murray and
enjoyed many of the table corn the physicians, many friends and its environs, and for the further
forts of this world, especially itti re lati yes who. were so kind and purposed improving the pres-
the other fellow's table, and re- good to US during the illness of -eht water works aystem al_ now
Wises with a knowledge born of
experience that about the great
est pleasure in this old world of
sin and sorrow is to eat when
_ you are hungry. Very appro-
priately (if our readers Will par-
Ann tie•p_ersonai reference. A-
hem! 'Bout the way the_iver0g0
high-collared chi .21eti-fed Sayil it,
NOTIC
By order of the stockholders, we, the undersigned
committee, will on
SATURDAY, MARCH 18th.,
next, at 1:00 o'clock p. at the north court house door
which twee is levied, from Whic111 !storm, Kentucky, offer for sale at public outcry, 
on
um there shall be dedueted an
ameunt sufficient to pay the in-
terest on the said indebtedness
which shall not exceed a period
of twenty years, and at no time
shall the additional tax herein
providid for exceed the consti-
tutional limit for municipal cor-
porations of the fourth class.
. Signed
• H. E. HOLTON, Mayor.
T. M. SMOOT, Clerk. -
Z. G. CONNER, Attorney.
This 15th du of March, 1916.
our -dear little boy. For the phy- owned and operated by the  "City,
sicians who watched over him so of Murray.
patiently we can not say enough. It is further ordained by the
May Heaven bless them. Words' General Council of the City of
fail to e-xpress our gratitude to,' Murray that upon the _ creatibn Wiat Miens Year Horse?




May nty Thousand Dollars (20,000.00)
you each-be surround-ed by such there shall be levied and.COIlect-
comforts when a similar
alit KU Bro. PoOl-hitT gbod comes to you,-Willie and
wife to"bake one of those splen-
did angel food cakes • that has
made her famous as a culinary i
expert, and it was presented to '
the Ledger editor for his perOn-
grounds, riliaraik, buildings daIFr
other appurtenances, in their entirety of the Calloway
County Fair Association. Purchaser to give bond with
approved security for the purchase price and 8 per cent
per annum thereon. Option is hereby reserved that any
party or parties may take over the aforesaid property
from purchaser within sixty days from date of sale there-
of, at purchase price with interest on condition that said
property is to be used for perpetual fair purposes only.
COMMITTEE:
J. E. Owen Cons Frazier Wayne Howard
D.B. Lassiter Nat Ryan
March 3, 1916.
iarttse and enntotrtitf
nsumed, and we want to Pro;
nounce it as fine as we ever de!
----red, and pgain want to thank
Bro. Pool for his ability to select
just the right sort of foodto give
an editor--angel _ ... •
Results-Ledger ads-try one.
FALLEN FROM GRACE.
For many years we've been
expecting something of the sort
to occur, some calamity to over-
take him, but never once dream-
ed the catastrophe would be of
the magnitude it has developed.
And Nashville a dry town, dry-
er'n thunder. And we were only
yesterday thinking how well he
was doing and today across our
dreams-falls this terrible shad-
ow. John Mc has back sudden.
trial ed upon all real and personal 4The evidence is got. Jacking, it's
Leno- property subject to taxation with--; here produced. He aint been
-in-the-City---of-Miirray -by theleent to the legislature again
$1.25 
ive with germs and parasites of EVE GLASS FRAMES
many kinds. It is full-in insect





o into the stomach of a horse. • • or• •
1
.then present council and all sue- to the penitentiary either, but These parasites 
grow a mu torn . up.
We wish to express our heart- ceedinir councils of the said citY, there is another institution with ply and the horse 
weakens- and All First Girls+, Work and ;
id limirtiorrils.okho the, then '111.3yilLtret him if he 
becoines an easy prey to disease • .felt thanks to our many friends until the indebtedness -shall be doors standin' ajar for him and Guaranteed. • A
•
present tax, an annualtax 0 don't watch out. Read this ac-
not more than twenty (20) cents -count ef-14.-nondiekon _and join
on the each one hundred dollars with us i prayers that he Might
of the entire community.
a r rs o were so ne
--during tittneir
death of our darling babe, and
to Dr. Blalock we all thank him
for what he did. He was alwaya
patient, kind and good. When
sorrow and death comes to your
homes may such blessings as we
had be with each of you ,is our






greatest and most com-
plete line of
Silks, White Goods, Ribbons,
Wash Goods, Coat Suits,
Ladies' and Children's _
• —Footwear,
1
 Hose and  Millinery Goods.
Our spring showing this season
will be far greater than anything
we have ever shown in the past.-
[No advance in prices here'
Good Music by Parker's Band on Fri-
day and Saturday. Join the
Crowds at Wadlington's.






it is levied beat* to the number bines the fire and dash of a Kip-
of years in which the whole ling with the poise and splendor
shall be paid, which in no event of a Browning. Mr. Meloan is.
shall x e first especially good rnetPr, he !lax-
tax shall be levied and collected ir.g had much experience with
ear in whiebilieIntprpqr those that register how Muth gas
and water has In used per
month. r. e oan's snow epicit is further ordained by the is as follows:,,
General Council ofthe City of
Murray that for two weeks pre-
SOME POETRY. I TIIAN'K Yor
Werth- of -VrOpefty, real and per-
sonal, subject to taxation within
the said City of Murray. and not
'once' mix' --be- restored, not to
Abraham's bosom, but to trous-
ers with good bosoms: TheNash-• -
less than an amount sufficieneto ville Banner introduces him as a
pay the interest on the said in- "pote" and then follows his
debtedness for the respective
year in which the tax is levied,
and also to put aside in the sink-
"So far this season only one
poet has attempted an ode to the
ing fund which shall be estab- snow. This gentleman is none
Ilished for the purpose of liqui- other than Mr. J. Mc Meloan,
dating the said indebtedness the well known statistician in -
within a period of not less than the office of the commissioner of
two and not more than twenty agriculture. Mr. Meloan, who
years, a sum which shall bear to was a newspaper man before he
the whole indebtedness the same began working for a living, is a
proportion that the year in which poet of rare attainment He coin-
ue an paya e.
Beautiful snow, -so chill ands+. raitvi
vious to the said election, there Tne dingest truck I ever have saw:
shall be published in some news- With its slop and its slush to fol..
paper published in the City of low, I ween.
Worselt any old weather 1 everMurray, a notice to the qualified have ser„. -
•ivoters of the said city in the Yea, it blew and snew.
• words and figures as follows, to-.And it cut c:ean thru: -
wit: • . As for coal. 1 have iinly a few:
Notice is hereby given to the What ,shall we do if the thing kecps
qualified voters of, the City of
Murray that on the twentieth
day of May, 1916, there shall te
MICeSt az iwritA will be- 'out
B. A. Thomas' Stock Remedy is • ••
"ersei DR. JOHNSON :




does it keep ihem free of gem% tlisham HAT; Phono4a1 :
but they ere _strong and winter  •••••••••••••••••••••••••:
better. They shed earlier and ,
are always,looking their best.' •CDOC)•c)ocpiocsorDiss
This remedy-is Medicine-strai-
ght Medicine and costs but lit-
tle.. We sell and guarantee the
B. A. Thomas medicines.
• Sexton Brothers are distribu-
tors for Murray and vicinity.
Peeslar Teeth Paste.
Dl I. I. KEYS R,LilkIDIEETS II




. Phones: Curnb. 75. Ind. 90.
This is an antiseptic cleansing ocD•c)••::::•c:;••c>•cp•oc:),•
dentifrice which, while not at
all abrasive, will, if thoroughly
used, give a high polish to the
enaMel and always leave a de-
lightful sensation • of perfect
cleanliness 14 the mouth. - it is
a cosmetic and prophylatic agent
of great value-andone
be depended upotswith_the ut-
most-confidence.
It is more than a vacation re-
quisite. It shoiLild be classed





Eggs from pure bred White
China Geese, $1.00 per 6: Wild
Mallard Ducks, $1.00 per 13.
Silver Lace Wyandottes and Sin-
gle Comb White Leghorns, from
the best strains.-Mrs. I. T.
Crawford, Lynn Grove, Ky..
$.0aleb. Phone 1,84-3. 34*
041110041110011110041100.0041.011100
Miss Rozelle Wikon
(Rabbits now our only chanst
Ties Wasted.To keepf tightened the belt of our
in
election for the purpose of tak- To the rich with their sleighs.
ing the cenius of the qualified it 
brings happy days:
Laughter and jovs to -fair maidens
voters of the said city whether ' and boys; -
the said City of Murray shall or Antillie beautiful snow i Nay. nit
shall not inerease its present In. and 11"t 84)'- .
debtedness in the sum of Twenty 
:WlitiViegiunt *volt paws at the
Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00). Before the cld woman picks her
for the purpose of constructing, '--
Wislit she'd remembor the highoperating and maintaining an price of grease. .
electric light and power plant in As. for "prepatedrie,- we're not qn
the City of Murray for the pur. the spot,
pose of furnishing light and pp Except for a little powderand shot.
wer to .the said city and its en- .--341XPI'ri,t-wr h'w In'
Vlora. and for the further purpose .Pui- -Ott Iling and .me must someliow
eof-improving the present stem fed.
of water works as now owned 
- 
Prescriptions, :
and operated by the ssid City of 
Our Prescription departmentMurray. 
•.
Should the required number Of 
is clean ano-Well lighted, stock-
,. --
qualified voters of the 
City, _of ed with the very best pharinace.
-' Murray. RS fs--rtnitired ,by 
law. .uticals that can be had, and is
vote in favor the creating the 
in.charge of a Registered Gra-
said indebtedness -for the. Pitt., 
nate in ,Phprmacy. Bring us
tie same *t earliest convenience2 pose.s bereirs iie.; %IL , ,13._xeur prescriptions. lee will _.fliti at ̀ home.-Sunny Side Posiltry
fiValLbe Paid, ViVich Period shall'llitrer star Store, H. r: Wear. itt... r. - Cum!). -phone. 21311 IV.) .1*.1' it". ;e C/81491-4aftg; iititlf the said. in btednelja them zightli- tilt rtitttntr6::--'-''TeaM -ar• x ifftlffda MtiftliV- -11"14111-1:13°r. 7H'. Jones. •
White and red oak ties, 6x8 8
feet long. Made from live oat. ...C).4::).'c'*(7).cp•C'•








- Offiee_ With — 
N. B. BARNETT
Meta- y, : : Kentucky-
441t•Htt+st+et+lt+stiNit441t44R441t-14R+41t+lit
crooked ties or wincishakes. Lib- le
. A. HART I






eral inspection. Received' at
Murray,- -Htzel, Almo, Dexter and 4. Physician and Suraeon 1Hardin. For further informa- pi  
;
ti on write F. B. Heath, Birminfr- .!:6- special A tten th III
' to Diseases , i 1 ;ham, Ky. 2244* sti;
..
Mebrine for the Face. EYE,,EAR, NOSE aid THROAT iI+X. . I + Eves Tested. Glas,es Fitted. ;
,The man-wlul shaves himself %
Murray, Kentucky +will find the greatest satisfac- tc,
" Both l'hories Xtion is using Melorine. It is % a
+
_ready lir instant Useful poured lg--- -(Aithge 11-":10z- --- - ;
from the bottle. Allays irrits•
tion. is antiseptic, healing and
soothing. .Try.it and if yoti don't
like it you can have the money 
back. Z at Wear's drugstore. 
_parties who_are_Apdebtei to
.,'
th'. C. N. Crawford or to Craw-
ford it. Jones•please.. Call and set-
Champion Ringlet Barred rock
eggs 75c for 15 packed, or, at 59c
St
0.























LOCAL and PERSONAL i
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Read it in RED next week.
McElrath always pays more for
your eggs.
Coming next week and you'll
want to read it in RED. .
Seed oats at MsElrath's, 68C
per bushel, by the bag.
Novis Clark left Moday for
Saginaw, Mich., to spend sever-
al i:Yeek visiting relatives.
Coming next week sure. Read
it-1n-RED
Eat with.the Methodist ladies
fourth Monday. Basement of the
Methodist church.
Saturday will be egg day at
McElrath's bring them in.
Mrs. Geo. 0. Gatlin was the
guest of her parents, Rev. J. G.

































For Sale.—Good milk cow, a
stripper; only 4 years old; good
qualities.-J. H. Bell s
Saturday I want your eggs.
_Get my price before selling.
Miss Lora Pullen is on a ten
days' visit with relatives and
friends in Calloway and Graves
counties. -Paris Parision.
Miss Mary K. Moore, of Mt.
Vernon, Ind., arrived here the
past week and will be associated
with Mrs. Sale as trimmer this
season.
4
Seed Irish potatoes at McEl-
rath's. My price is right.
A good dinner awaits you the
fourth Monday in this month in
the basement of the Methodist
church.
Twin boys were born Monday
afternoon of this _week to Jeff
Edwards and wife, of near old
Wadesboro. Mrs. Edwars is a
sister of Mrs. Will,Huie, of this
city.
WHAT CATARRH IS
It has been said that every third
. person has catarrh in some form.
Science has shown that natal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness
of the body; and local treatments in
;he form of snuffs and vapors do little.
if any .goosi. 
To correct catarrh you should treat its
cause by enriching your blood with the
oil-food in Scott's Rmulsion which is a
medicinarfoOd and a building-tonic, free
Isom alcohol or a ns,hariti fol drugs. Try it.
Scott tie Downe, Bloomfield. NJ'.
The Methodist ladiei of Min.-
ray will serve dinner in the base.
meat of the church fourth Mon-
day in March.
' For Sale or Trade.- Groceries,
horses, hogs, pigs, cows, second
hand buggies, etc.-Y. E. Wil-
liams, at Cole's grocery. Hams
and shoulders wanted, 3162'
Two mad dogs were killed on
the east side of the county the
, past week, one near Faxon on
Ilim Wyatt's farm, the other at
P. A. Walker's, near Newberg.
I Any skin itching is a temper
, tester. 1 he more you scratch the
worse it itches. Doan's Ointment
is for piles, eczema - any skin
itching. 50c at all drug stores.
1 For Sale.-Extra good, season.
, ed 6 ft. white and post oak fence
;posts at 5 and 6 cts. each at my
!farm 5 miles from Murray on




,., - The time to take a tart is
When they're passing," said the
small boy. Just take a look at
the Chevrolet car at the Downs
Garage.
For Sale.-Pair black mare
mules :3 years old this summer,
-also good brood mare. Come and
lee them and get terms.-W. M.
Bryant, 6 miles north Murray 4'
1--  n' 
abyRmegaunlye taw haoresay  recom-mend dthey
operate easily, without griping
and without bad after effects.
2:1c at all drug stores. -
Twin girls were born-to-Mr.
and Mrs. Belcher, of this city',
the first of the week. Mr. _Ile).
cher is a member of the firma
Potts & Belcher, proprietors of
the new meat market.
A large sassafras tree. in
the yard at the -home of Willie
! Farmer, on Institute stret, was
-Tetpuoit4Iti g h talawdezing-the
thunde rain storm Tuesday
'morning of this week. Members
of the family in the house were
lquite severely shocked,Have you seen the Chevroletear? If not, come in and take a
look at it. It is the juiciest piece
of pie that exists in the automo-
bile business today. For sale by
Geo. W. Downs.
A household remedy in Amer-
ica for 25 years - Dr. Thomas'
Electric Oil. For cuts, sprains,
burns, scalds, bruises. 2:.c and
500. At all drug stores.
We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we are in same place
this season, and are expecting
you to come and inspect our beau-
tiful line of spring hats. Same
courteous treatment to all.-Mrs.
Inez Brown Sale.
For dyspspsia, our national
ailment, use Burdock Blood Bit-
ters. Recommended for stren-
gthing digestion, purifying the
blood. At all drug stores. $1.00
a bottle.
Noah Gilbert, Jr., will be as-
sociated with the new drug firm
of Holland. Hart Company, and
will give his entire time to the
store as soon as the city schools
close. Noah is one of the most ,
splendid boys ever reared in the ,
city and has many friends who'
Wir be elartto buy at the new
store on his account.
Feeditnff of arkinds at it
Elrath's.
Mrs. RisenhooVer, mother of
Dr. Risenhoover, of this city,'
fell the past week and ountained
a broken hip. She is at the home,
of her daughter, Mrs. Eine Gros
gan, of Hazel. Owing to her ad.t
vanced age the injury is quite a
serious one.
; Deputy Sheriff Felix Bailey
has traded farms again. During
the past week he exchanged the
W. A. Baucom place, near Cher-
ry, recently purchase& by _him,
for the P. A. Houston farm, two
miles east of the city. The ex-
change was made during the last
week.
_ _ _ _
, 
Foy and Coy Phelps, the two
year old twins of Andrew Phelps
and wife, who live north•
west of city, died the past week
of scarlet fever, their death oc-
curring within forty-eight hours
one on the 9th and the other on
the 11th. The parents of the
children have -the sympathy of
many friends 'in their great loss.
The burials were in the Spring
Creek grave yard.
Rev. C. H. Casey, of Martin,
Tenn., will preach at Lone Oak
next Saturday and Sunday. The
Saturday services will be held
commencing at 2 o'clock p. m.,
and the Sunday services com-
mencing at 11 o'clock a. m. The
general public is invited to at-
tend both services.
Miss Julia Moore died the lat-
ter part of the past week at her
home near Farmington. She was
iboüt 38'years of age and had
been in ill health for the past
several months, The burial tooki
place Friday after funeral ser-
vices by Rev. N. & Castleberry.
of Benton.
The success of "baby week"
in Murray was very pronounced,
and the various women's clubs
"Of the tIty are to be congratu
ed for the interest taken_ and the
splendid programs rendered.'
Each of the several entertain-
ments were largely attended and
enjoyed by every nerson privil-
eged to be present.
Notice to Public.-We are rep-
resenting the Watkins Medicine
Co. in Calloway county and ex-
pect to call on the people at an
early date with a full line of the
Watkins remedies. W. A. Duese l
will work the west side and W.
W. Nichols the east side. We!
will begin canvassing at state
line and work north as fast as
possible. Expect us soon.
1
The newly elected republican
csunty committee convened here
last Saturday and elected W. C.
()Aron, of Hazel, chairman;
Harry Patterson, of Murray, sec-
retary, and Joe Boyce, of Mur-
ray, treasurer. The meeting was
quite a harmonious affair and






Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast




It's the New Plan. Simple. Sure as
Fate. Applied in a Few Siocouda
"Why. John. I ro,cer knew ‘ou to
Use such tariguaue. iv told you
sev•ral times Ws fro use to try those




"You Wouldn't Loom Tone Temper: John.II You teed 'tioto-lt" for Those Corosi"
contraption. for corm; here', moms
•Oets-It'. it. Just wonderful hOW easy.'clear and clean' it makes any corncome right off. Takes but a few sec-
onds to apply. It dries at once. Put
your sock. on Hight over IL—there's
nothing' to stick or roll -up. form lbbundle of your toe, or press on thecorn. It's painless, simple as rollingoff a log. Now put away those knivea.
razors and scissor., use 'Oets-It' and
you'll have a sweeter disposition wort-no more corns and calluses"
"Oets-It" Is sold by druggists every-where. 25e, a bottle, or sent direct byE. Lawrence Si Co.. Chicago, III.
Sold In Murray and recommended
as the wprld's best corn remedy.
P. Wear.
Mrs. Roy Barnett, of the Bran-
don Mill section of the county,
died last Saturday after a sever-
al months' illness of consump-
tion. She wa.s only 16 years of
age and had been married about
six months. She was well kno sot
in that section of the empty.
The burial took place in the Bar-
rfett grave yard.
Mrs. R. C. Stubblefield his
purchased the J. R. Miller farm
north of Murray on Rock House
Creek. Mrs. Stubblefield is the
widow of R. C. Stubblefield who
cerdentry killed himself ioThe
several weeks ago.
ing a fence with a gun. Mr.
M i ler recently [moved .:to Nash-
ville, Tenn., to reside.
Retioen Wilcox and Miss Bea-
th 1 Young,'popular. g peo-
ple who live a few miles south-
east of the city, werelunited in
marriage last Sunday at the res-
idence of the bride's father, W.
R. Young, of near:Cherry, Rev.
W. E. Morgan raying the cere-
mony. Mr. Wilcox;is a son of
Mr. R. H. Wilcox and is one of
the very splendid young farmers
of the Locust Grove section of
the county and a popular young
man and has a - wide ; circle of
friends. His bride:is a splendid
young woman, loved:and admir-
ed by many friends. The Led-
ger joins their host of friends in
extending happiest...congratula-
tions and best wishes.
The Holland-Hart Drug Com-
pany are now open for business,
the business being under the di-
rect managements of Prentice
Holland. The company is locat-
ed in the Gingles building near
the Adams barber shop. This
new store promises ;to become
one of the most popular drug -
houses of the city:and.while their
stock is not yet complete they
have a very splendid lines of
drugs, medicines- and sundries.
T
They also have one of the very
finest fountains ever inIMurraY
and will make a specialty of
drinks of all kinds. They invite
a share of the public patronage.
The entertainment at the
Alaz33=E4XClXV3X143*-33=143CME43CMUMEE33=EV3X€43CMEM
PREPAREDNESS_ 
-Much Talked About Nowadays. We Are Ready. Are You?
Now is the time to buy Screen Wire,
Screen Doors, etc, Buy now.
DON'T WAIT.
The Price is Now Right. Don:t Know About Later.
,
,. •. • - -
a 11 - n- hes & Irvan Lumber Co.. and it was with exceeding culty that tho judge& reac,heda decisi6n, there Leing only a frac-
0434:K=CMCSUMN MCOUSVEMSCOMCMSIXBUSSXMCNXIMII tional difference in merit.
-






school last Friday night was one
of the most pleasing affairs ever
held in Murray and was attend-
ed by a crowd that taxed the ca-
pacity of the building. The con-
tests between the two school so-
cieties resulted in each winning
laurels. The Sun Ereta winning
three medals and the Minerva
two medals. Miss Laurine Wells,
declation. and Messrs. Bertram
Brelsford and John Shelton, de-
bates, were the successful con-
testants for the Sun Ereta, fund
Miss Ruth Parker, music, an
Mr. Francis Bell: declamation, fo
the Minerva. Each participant




The Farr...ion of Many a Kidney
t off rer.
A stubborn backache is enure
to suspect kidney trouble. When
the kidneys are inflamed and
swollen. stooping brings a sharp
twinge in the email of the back
that almost takes .the breath
away. Doan's Kslisey Pills re-
vive sluggish kidneys- relieve
aching backs. Here's convin-
cing proof of merit.
Rsbert Curtinges, S. Twelfth
, Mayfield, Ky.. gays:- "I-
had sharp pains BMas the malt
of my back and through my
sides. Doan's Kidney Pills
quickly cured me and I have had
no occasion to take a kidney
medicine since."
Price ri0c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy
- get Doan's Kidney Pills-the
same that cured Mr. Curt inger.





Great Business Louisa DWI te
Neglect
W. WITHERS MILLER
President of the Polk-Miller „Drug
Company. Itichmond.Kn.js_ sou)
Tot flie-T6175ViErer ranary state-
ment:
"I estimate that the business men of
this country could increase their edi-
"Lone Star,/
A new, all steel, electric
lighted train from Nterrs-




Arrives Dallas I I 15 s.na,




Cotton Belt Route all theway
-no change of cars, no miss-
ing connections. M orn ng
train leaves Memphis at 9,40
a-ea:Train • from the South.
east Connect at Memphis.
Low Fares
Winter Tourist Fares daily
to many points in Texas.
Louisiana and New Mexico:
stopovers and limit of May
31, 1916. All Year Tourist
Farzoi daly to certain Texas
points;90daylimitstopoveni.
Send for illustrated book.




Troy. Poso'r A sone
83 Todd Bide..
Leile•eille. Ky.
Listen -.Iy you want red top
SEED, red clover SEED, sweet clo-
ver SEED, white and mixed oat
SEED. winter turf oat SEED, or-
"clerics fully ten per cent by taking an chard grass SEED blue grass
-occasional laxative and not neglecting SEED, sudan grass SEED we kart it
the bowels us most of them do." IA
He also said at tt the DePurtrueut sweet 
so nitrogena nal 
alfalfa 




of Commerce in Washington would Brothers. V.42present each business man in the coun-
try with a box of 14;1111 Orderlies, It
would be of great benefit to the na-
donal welfare. Reran Orderlies are
prompt in action. pheasant to take and
never gripe, can be used by men, wom-
en or children. and are Just the thing
tun flour, every barrel guaran-tor toning up sluggish dyers.
We have the exclu=selling rights for
Pay as you eat. 3 cane of pink
salmon, 25c; high grade patent
flour, every barrel guaranteed,
at $6.85 per barrel: good straight
teed, at $6.60 per barrel; 50 lb.
this gnat 1axat!e. can pure hog lard. $5.65. Pay%
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD , cash for you hash and buy at
rHE REXALL STORE Parker & Perdue's.
\ ;1 7.11:11M1rUSIPrsi-- -'49.Ameri\ s
1, .0-?_ 
so„s, Sys
s, es i !
, ____s-
. \ ---. IIP*,41 - --egi 4, is., . t......---•--_- -
'At 0120.44-111; \ •
., , \ , -
) ‘..."..
:
Mighty Big Power -Mighty Low
Fuel Cost--Mighty Little Price-
Great men made this car. Arthur Mason, father cf
the valve-in-head motor, made the Chevrolet motor. Made
it so it would reduce fuel cost without :oss of power. Tried
out for three years under the most exhaustive tests. Tods,.
this Chevrolet type valve-in-head I, the answer to the que,
tion of ,Economy and Power.
New add the great production factor. genuised by
W. C. Durant. A. R. C. Hardy and Russell E Gardner. and
you have the Mightiest Car it the Littlest Price.










TO MAKE FULL PAYMENT TO
TEACHERS FOR MARCH.
STATUTE PREVENTS TRANSFER
Revenues Cannot he Credited to Scheel
Fund Ontil June, Balance Woe
 -TAseseeme-Prod. 
West•rn Negrapaprer news Movie.
Frankfort, e Ky.-Bet suss the law
prevents the transfer of naafi and to
fositureis, dog tax and other revenues,
amounting to several hundred thous-
and dollars. tu the State school fund
until the end of the fiscal year. June
30, Slate Superintendent V 0. Gilbert
stated that he will be able to make*
only a partial distribution of the
March payment for Witter-I. VW
tfeeenq wilUdisbursie for this poirpesel
about 090.000 this month. The total
Mount of the March distribution le
$$65.00.1 and the balance will  be paid 
in June This is the first year of the
seven month's term The first six
distributions were made promiptiv and
there is sufficient in the treasury to
meet the March distribution: but
under the law it cannot be tran-sferred
to the eindit of the school fund lief
the 1.nd of the year, when there prob-
ably will be a small surplus to apply
on the next school year The esti-
mated school revenues for the year
were $4.147.222 119. The total amount
credited to the school fund up to
March 1 'sets 113,660.342.K of which
13.423.544.37 had been distributed to
the cities and counties. leaving a bat-
ance at that date of $236,658.11.
FIRST RAILWAY RIDE.
Elisabethtown, Ky James Babe.
of Upton, celebrated his one hun-
dred and first birthday by taking
his first train ride to this city The
journey' was made in a blinding
snow storm, but "Uncle Jimmie"
WIC so comfortable and tickled
that he paid no attention to the
fury of the elements. He spent
two hours at the Cogtity Judge's
office. where Mind:leis of Ms
friends, who knew of his visit.
vaned, to rongratulate him and wish
him well.
STATE GOOD ROADS MEM&
-
• MILITIA TO HAVE AIRMAN machinist, were badly burned about
Terrell and Crabb Met In Lexington
to Arrange Program for Meeting.
--Pineville, Ky --Commisaioner of
Public Roads It. I', Terrel and
C. C. Crate). of this city, held
a conrereni•0 at Lexington .pr the
purpose of arranging tho• time and-
pro-green for the eonvention of the
Soul here *  Appalachian tinsel -Bowie,
Association. hIch will be held in that 
seine this year. The exact date erif the
ne•etini has not yet been set, but it
will probably he fixed for some time in
September, -due regard being given to
other attractions which are usually
scheduled to be held here at that time
or the ire', Including the colored fair,
Frames and trots. Plans are being made
for one of the largest conventions of
Its kind ever held and publicity work 
be started at -an Party date. .An
effort will be made to have as a fea-
ture of 'the mertinUthe-governors of
the nine Mate, represented In the as
sociation present at the convention.
of Loulaville, foreman of the round-
house here, and Morrison" Janie a
the bead and face by a gasoline explo--
s Min to Represent State at
Aviation School.
• Letington, Ky.-The Kentucky mill-
ets is-to-naver-a-trained aviator con-
-asheaseLasialo-Ueesigoot.eorpe, an*
tag G. Pulliam. Jr.. of tins city, will
within a few months begin a course
of instruction at the Curtiss Aeroplane
Company's training school_ to qualify
himself -for the poiltion. The aero-
plane company has offered to train an.
officer of each of the militia of forty-
eight States free a aerate -11- Mr.
Pulliam, who is master signal-elec-
trician of Company A. Signal Corps,
Kentucky National Guard, has been each
selected by ('apt. Otto Holstein. of the
signal corps, to be the representative
of this state.
siOn on a motor car.
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THREAT ON U. S.
DECLARES THAT RIGHT TO BEND
TROOPS INTO MgetC0 MUST
SE RECIPROCAL.
SUBSTITUTE FOR GREENE BILL NOTICE SENT WASHINGTON
tiseted Wrangle Did Net Develop-
Sill to Become a Law Immediate-
. ly Upon Governor's Signature.
( r I Frankfurt reorreepon de nee.)
Frankforte-Governor Stanley and
Attorue) General Logan now have it
In their mower to etiforce the liquor
laws in Kenton and Campbell (emu-
thee. The substitute tor the Greene
&Mini-even bill, %filch was requested
by Governor Stanley and Attornee
General Logan, palmed the imitate 35
to 2. It carries an etro-rgency clause:
*lid will brew's,' effetelee as suusess
Governor Stanley signs the bill, which
era be run-died and probably bor:otue
a taw at mice,
The liquor mei preferred tho• subs
  --to-the-neeseeme-eotece__
lobtoyiett• were here to bee the bill go
through. The expected fight *genet
the bill didn't develop, as the drys be-
lieve Governor Stanley now can en-
force the liquor laws In these counties
and he has promised to enforce them.
When the riles committee called -14,
lb.' hill, which was a special order, it
was given its third reading after the
chair lied stated the bill was featly
for recoturnittnent, amendment or de
bate.
KENTUCKY BREVITIES _IluTfihreageseanialitePasbs:d.a vote of U
 to S passed the woman suffrage hill.
Prineeton.-W. J. McGuirk, formerly Immediately after the bill was passed
Representative Hobbs held a confer.
(*nee with a number of senators and
it is understood that the hill will he VILLA
hurried to the house and another et „
'fort made to pass it there. Suffrage I ----------
advocates are very enthusiastic over Seventeen Americans Are Killed What'
the result of the vote, there being Columbus. N. M., Is Attacked and
three more votes for the bill than Burned-Troops Follow Raiders.
Columbus. N M --Francisco V1113,were necessary. The bill was present-
b Senator Combs, who made
rief 'gatemen a -1Tie requ
women be allowed to vote lay on his
desk in the form of a petition signed
by 40,04eo white women in this !State.
Lie said that it was a question which
should undoubtedly be submitted to
the people, as it was merely a- quest
lion onletting the men decide whether
or not Ote. women should vote.- Sena-
tors Frost, Brock, Huntsman. Scott
and Boole. made speeches in favor of
the bill. Senator Robertson opposed
it. On roll call a number of senators
explained their vote, stating that they
had previously been opposed to woman
suffrage, but had recently become con
%lured of its .justice.
Paducah. -With the record in the
ouster suit of Frank N Burns, et al.,
against Mayor Lackey, et at,, hating
Ames- rempiereer
Hundred Men Out of Employment--
, Damage Estimated at 140,000.
Wailtesburg, Ky:-Mine No. 215, of
the Coneolidation _Coal company, at
McRoberts. has been on fire for more
than a week. Fire is said to have
been started by an explosion. Every
effort so far to extinguish the flames
have proven futile and much damage.
it is believed, is being wrought to the
mine and its different chambers in
burned timbers, trackage, machinery
and a large amount of coal that is
being burned. Com paay officials
expreeeed the opinion thafThe
wee will reach from $440.900 to $50.000.
.alore thau lee miners were cut out
of work when the fire started. First
reports stated that the origin of the
fire was from an electric wire.
PLAN SUMMER ENCAMPMENT.
ready to carry their case to the court
of appeals at Frankfort.
Marion, Ky-Boys' and Girls' Corn
and Pig Clubs, under the management
of County Agent Robert Bird, have
been orgarisediones Tbe-Corn ClaWs
membership is fifty and the Pig Club'.
enrollment is 100. Valuable prizes




Richmond, Ky.-County Shoot Su-
perintendents of Eastern Kentucky
met here as guests of President J. G.
Crabbe, of the Normal School. A
thorough inspection of all departments
and class work of the Eastern Ken-
tucky Normal School was made by the
stIperintendents.
Glasgow, Ky.-A number of Conrad-
-crate veterans filed a petition in the
Barren County Court asking permis-
sion to erect a monument in the court.
house yard at this place in memory
of the men who enlisted in the South-
ern army during the Civil War. The
monument is to conte_between $1.5-0C
and 12.000.
ManIfeeto issued To Mexican Natlool
Mints at War Against the United
Sovereignty
Violated.
Mettle° CIty.--Gen. ritfratilit has Is
sued a manifesto to the nation, decent-
log that under ciro-tinie tame*,
would the Mexican government geed
the right to the United ate.. to vio-
late Mexican territory by sending an
armed force in pursuit of Villa with-
out consent and the reciproial privt-
telee or -being -Mit ;Obtained and lot -
mitted. - - _
Word was sent -to the confidential
agent of the Mexican provIonment in
Washington to  make immediate repro
sentations to this effect.
Gen. Carrion' says in his want
festo:
"I am sure that I interpret lathti
matter the national sentiment and
that the Mesican people will comply
ja.lt dignified manner with their duty,
be the eatelfiees what they may, to
sustain their rights sad sovereignty,
If, Unfortunately, this drags us into 3
war-a war which the United State.;
can never justify. We will not be re
sponosible fur the dleastroun conise
query es. Upon the heads of the trail
orous Mexicans who, within and with
ont this country. have labored to pro
duce this result will fall the ineltOrla
ble Justice of the people.'
THE U. S
MP-




Colds Make Backs Ache
MORE aching backs, more kidney troubles come IS March, than Inany other month. Slushy sidewalks, dampness, raw winds and
sudden changes cause chills and colds. And chills or colds tend to
hurt the kidneys. It is good sense to use a kidney remedy when recov-
ering from a cold and at any time when suffering from a lame back.
sharp pains when stooping or lifting. Mfrs' spells, irregular or annoy-
lag kidney action, and a run-down, nervous state
Don't delay and take a chance of getting dropsy. -gravel, fright's
dismiss or some other serious kidney disease l'se Doan'! Kidney
Pills, the best recommplided. special Miley remedy. All ant Um
world grateful people frankly praise Doan'S.
Here's What Mississippi People Say:
T. D. Wilson. grocer. 3 N Union
less, -ears- "I- suf-
fered a great doe from pain and
lemeness In my back I used Dun's
Kidney Pill. and didn't bawl a, es..
turn of the trouble until lest spring
when I caught cold t agate utod
Doane' Kidney Pills and they soon
fIxed me up all right I gladly re,
ommend them"
Mrs C V Orr, :14 Kent Mt . WI.
MAU& Wis., says 'above lilting
•nd hard work brought on kidney
trouble. My back wa• weak and en
painful I could hardly get around.
If I caught rold. It 84/11110t1 on my
kidneys and made the tr.,tattos
Worse notnetInte• I got an dissr I
lidn't moo Finally I •••4
Kidney Pills and they flied in. up
rine. Hines then I have taken Mimi
occlialonallv and they hay.' kept m.•
free from kidney disorders"
DOAN'S TIDLNLEsy
At All Stores, 50c a Box. Foster•Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
-Central OM-4%e state fire marshal
of tires which have oco urred duringi
has been asked to investigate a eerie.
the it few weeks at (7leaton. a min-
mg town three miles south of Central i
City. -Three store buildings and MI '
residences have been destroyed by
blazes believed to have been of in
4-endifiry .origih.
Prankfore Ky.-Tentativo Risme efs • Louisville. Ky.-Prohibitionists will
the War Department, as communto hold their state convention in Louis-
rated to Adjutant General J Tandy rule May 24 and 25. Frances E. Beau-
Ellis. are for the encampment of_Ken- Omni's. of Lexington, chairman, will
tucky and Tennessee Guardsmen with preside. Delegates will be chosen to
inttation of the Ninth Infantry. U. represent Kentucky at the National
R. A.. somewhere in Southern Ken ; convention which will be held' in St'
tucky or Northern Tennessee' in Jule Paul to nominate a candidate for the
and August. beginning probably about presidential race in November.
July 15. The plan is for eech of the"
tber-41-c- Kentitcin" religleing encjini- RoViltrie-kree-71,-- Atc.-Miss Manche• one at a time for 15 days and then
, Mackie. of Edmonton. Metcalfe routefor the Tennessee battalions to en-
ty. paesed a sucressful examinatioacamp with the regelars
hefore Circuit Judge „an Kenzie Moss.
of the Warren county bar, and was
. A MOVIE CITY IS PROPOSED. granted a license to pre( tire her pro.
LEGISLATIVE NOTES
Reeresentative Nit hors bill to regu-
late assessment and co-operate tire in
surance companies was substituted for
Senator Comb's bill of the same na
tura and passed. llf to 0.
• -
The bill of Senator Porter to permit
combined bank and trust companies to
be organized in counties having 20.000
to 40,tiont population, with a cannot
stock Of $3o.U•ne paned. 22 to 5.
The bill of Senator Arnett. regulat-
tag corporations and prohibiting rail-
roads from buying stock in competing
lines passed, 10 to 0. Senator Strick-
lett explained the bill and urged Re
passage.,
The bill of Representative Hobbs to
appropriate 1e,2e0 for the benefit of
the Normal and industrial Sehool for
Negroes passed the house by a vote
of 61 to 17 Mr. Hobbs mode the only
speech on the bill.
Not a dissenting vote was cast
against the bill of Senator Littrell to
authorize the payment of the bonded
indebtedness of the Western Normal
School. The school is authorized to
apply $5,ss)) annually from its appro-
ism-lotion to this% endebt esteems:- until
paid.
The bill of Senator Evans. giving
the (emcee- judge the deciding 'vote in
a deadlock in county school boards
over filling a vacancy on the beard.
INVADES
outlawed Mexicon bandit, has raided
rifted vitateettortrorr-Wftfi Me
he attacked Columbus March 11; killed
at least 17 Americans and fired many
buildings before he was driven back
across the internettonal bridge.
Not les than 250 treopere of the Thlte
teenth United ntates Cavalry -followed
the Villa bandits into Mexico. Reports
to Col. Sioeum. commanding -Amer!
Can troops here. state that Villa. hid
made a stand five miles south of the
border, where spirited fighting took
place. In this engagement .a private
was killed and ('apt George Williams,
adjutant of the Thirteenth Cavalrr,
was wounded. I
The small detachment of troopers
under Mai Frank Tompkins and Cant.
Elmer Lindsley, fighting dismounted,
made a determined Wand against the
renewed Villa attack.
The raid on American territory pray
ed costly to the bandit chieftain. The
bodies of IR bandits, including Pablo
Lopez, second In command, were
gathered and burned and troopers re-
ported an undertermihed number of
dead still lying in the brush. Led
the attack under the slogan, "Death to
the Americans," allia's follows fought
with desperation. Just' before dawn
they crept along ditehes skirting the
United States cavalry camp, and rush-
ed the elleepingetowineftring heavily.
The first volley brought Amen -an
troopers into almost instant action.
While a portion of the raiders engaged
the eavalrymen others began applying
the torch and shooting American cly
Mans who ventured from the build-
ings. Lights In homes and public
buildings immediately became targets
for enipere posted at direction.
Other bandits creeping o tome to Amer
lean homes. enticed a number of civ-
ilians Into the open with English'
spoken invitations. A number of fa
tallies are attributed to this ruse.
Stores were looted, oil was poured
upon frame structure., and the maten
applied by still other bandits. The
postoffice was raided, but the looteee
secured only one small registered
selves in their home. and fired at the •
parkage... . •
Many civilians barricaded them- s
Mexicens as they darted through the to Louis Mothers
streets. The fighting in the town end'
ed almost as suddenly as it began.
Retort Courteous.
"You are getting quite bale. sir,"
remarked the fresh barber.
"Yes," rejoined the victim in the




On a War Footing.
"Meyer.- said the professor in the
Landsturm to his next neighbor in the
line, after a successful charge against
the English trenches. "its a student I
vesear• eisse-isee-se-ies• you
pretty low mark. But as a comrade
I have to grade you 1-A."
FRECKLES
Nos Is lb. Tinto to Clot Thaw.
Ugly sputa.
-1OT -tInTIFIT-ttInr islIghrest neve tit
feeling sethamed of your freckle'. as the
preticrIptIon °thine-double strength-le
guaranteed to remov• these homely spots
Nimbly get an ounce of othins-double
strength -from sour druggist. and apply a
little of It night and morning and you
should soon OPP that even h. worst freeklea
he.. begun to disappear. while the light•r
Co.'shave vanished •ntlrol) It Is seldom
that more than one ounc tte Is n•eed inco
pletely clear the akin and gain a beautifulrear compt•clon
It. aura to ask for tha double strength
offline, as this is sold unit., guarantee Di
money back If It fans to remove freckl-
Ade
Don't Stay Gray! It Darkens
So Naturally That No-
body can Tell.
You can turn gray, faded hair beau.
tifully dark and lustrous almost over
night if you'll get a 50-cent bottle of
eWyetles Sage and Sulphur Com-
pound" at any drug store. Millions of
bottles of this old famous Sage Tea
Recipe, improved by the addition of
other ingredients. are sold annually,
says a well-known druggist here, be-
cause it darkens the hair so naturally
and evenly that no one can tell it has
been applied.
Those whose hair is turning gray or
becoming faded have a surprise await-
ing them, because after one or two
applications tho gray hair vanishes
and your locks become luxuriantly
dark and beautiful.
nine le,.,,the age of youth. Cray-
haired, unattractive folks aren't want-
ed around, so get busy with Wyeth's
Sage and Sulphur Compound to-night
and you'll be delighted with your
dark, handsome hair and your youth-
ful appearance within a few days.
This preparation is a toilet requi-
site and is net intended for the cure.
mitigation or prevention of disease.-
Adv.
When a man sneers at a woman's
business ability he makes noise
like sour grapes.
-- For weak joints apply Hanford'.
Balsam thoroughly and wall rubbed lit--
Adv.
The leadin dg aily newspapers In
London number 24
Less than two hours after the first_ fession. MIss MaAie has the honor was amended. by Senator Comtee, give' shot was fired - Villa's buglers sounded- Lexington. Ky.-Lexingtertes bid for lot-being' the first woman ever grantel log ,the appointment to the state au-the mammoth new film cit'y of the la license to practice law in Warrec perintendent of public instruction andBalboa Amusement. Producing Corn county. 
the bill passed 23 to. 1.piny may not have been fruitleas, ac-
- 
cordine to. Seeretary-Minager H. "L. 1 Henderson, Ky.-The Pahlie Sre/farei _An-appropriation of 173.0Mi is made. Burch, of the Board of Commerce. Association Is making a determined in 41,0 bill for the benefit lit the ten.-from H. M. Horkheipser. of Long effort to persuade the City Council tral State Hospital at Lakeland. TheReaeh CaS, president of the company. to enforce the housing ordinance, money is to be used for a sewerageIn reply to Secretary Rureh's letter pissed fast year, to order !milt houses settem, the hospital trustees havingse of several days ago: inviting him to torn down. A survey corthe city loses been in.:titled for -alleged pollution ofconsider Lexingtou as a possible site ------ made by tlie, associelon and the ..treants in Jefferson coenty,for his S15.0010e0 plant. President more than fifty shiicks should be
Horkheimer aseured him of considers- razed to the ground, is the belief of
e-. •- • e
REFUSE TO ENJOIN BOND ISSUE.lPaintsvilte. Ky. -The ' Johnson
Confity Gas 'Company's Tom Creek
Owensboro, Ky. -Cireuit Judge R.,1stetion was deetroeed by an explosion.
W. Slack has sustained a demarrer talipaintsville and surrounding towns tie petition t4at Wai- recently filed & _ter wOhnut gas La.) result, and It is 
'against the meetbsere-ef the Deletes. sear.eirlt-Witt 150 ,herfere day" ehefare
Fiscal court seeking to restrain them J eervice is restored.
from issuing__3400.0e0 Worth of real, , .. - .
bowls- thin Were Voted by, the pepple -NViiiteshweg. "Nye,: 'Flo!. Conine
.. •• "'"-=tutr "Itirlt* 11141 OrtitiblitrOYCTailoaelliti i of flerian is sterting a pub
-- . enviv- a 'tter votes of reselving•a two- ( ampallin • exp/13.1iing ttie csag.1, Ueuak
' ett-rai . 1114"a4• ''''7  5-'11E4 feffeeetfr ef f -lhe- rotes-east ;n IntrAivUl timber .ietalrh of ifir-
, . the .electiap Under tlice new log the.earecoutity. Practically every real op.
court' heide,OgnLe.onl:i'Sa majority of ' eratOr in' the eguiity is-Joioesigette-the





censed by inadequate sewerage sys-
-.The bill to permit- P. le. Edwards,
of Warren county, to site the state to
tecoves $31is of militia claims pied er-
ronemialY by kim. during the Civil
L War. posied. a2elceel Senator Itunts-
-men entrodnred the bill at4ttotnev
General Logan's request.
-rtie IV I %v. Unauffn oust y passed the
Repreanitatike -klheiresike
b0C11-bartag , in. cities of. the
.-1,iguvrea#*-43a414V-Viri...S110A.
TlcerreefiotailTe inincan's bill to regu-
late the 'pa. king and grouting of ale
oleo els° was given a unanimous vote
• .....s"-"'"eserennteAseataremealatailliteiiiii.....
--
the retreat ante the raiders Mahn a
disordered flight, closely followed by
American troopers.
The Nasualties of the Thirteentn
Cavalry in. the fighting at Coluentess
were seven killed and six wountled.
Villa's total losses in the day's fight-
ing were estimated in excess et 100
killed and about as many wounded
The American pursuit Into Mexico was
reported to have acountPd for more
than 75 Mexicans killed and wound
e Washington Notifies Carranza.
' Washington. Washington stands
squarely behind Col. Slocum en seud-
ing eavalry into Mexico in puretuit of
Francisco Villa and his band of. out-
laws, whierairred CoreitneasseN-M-, alter-
derifig American sottlieri ind citizens
and firing the town. Secretary 1.ans
ong has informed the de facto govern
Merit rirlileffftli."Tlffritigh Eliseo Ariel-
(tondo. Rs silnbalisalifirlfrifgnate here,
the( ti•ritted fro rybrt4i fon -SAM' bit
7aado tn the action of the American
troops in crossing Igo Mexican ter
The Right Sort.
sl want somebody to write up a
social lion story."
"All right; I'll send a cub reporter."
Dr. B. F. Jackson,Celebrated Physician,
banded down to posterity his famous
prescription for female troubles. Now
sold under the name of "Fementna.'
Price &tic and $1.00.-Adv.
Belligerent.
"Hard to get along with, isn't hey"
"Oh. yes. lie is as quarrelsome as
a pacifist."
-------
For Inflamed sore eyes apply Ilan-
ford's Balsam lightly to the closed
lids. It should relieve in five minutes.
Adv.
The older the man, the longer be
looks at a paper before signing it
Throw OH Cold' and Prevost Cr(,.
Wa.m los /..11 • old coming nu. take LAZA
TIt• 15110545)QUININE. It removes ••••• Of
Colds and Orli unit One -8801110
It W. (JUAN l's algaasare us boa lbs.
Men deliberately lie, while women
merely suppress the truth.
Made since 1s46-lianfords Balsam.
Adv.
Green chauffeurs make fat repair
shop*. --
Agree With
hose f Kansas City And St. Jo.
Children's Colds, They Say, Should Bs
•Treated Externally - Internal
Medicines Are HarnsfuL
In our previous advertisements we
have published letters from mothers
in Kansas City, St. Jo., Joplin, Spring-
field and other Missouri cities. These
ladies agree that internal medicines
injure the delicate stomachs of the
little folks, and they recommend the
use of the external treatment-Vap-0-
Rub. Frbra a large number of letters
from St Louis women we will give
just a few extracts. •
Mrs. K. Petranich. 2900 Park Ave..
writes-"Last winter when I bad a
bad cold I applied Vap-O-Rub over ,my
chest and throat covering with a Warm
gannet cloth. I bed almost Instant re-
lief, and believe It better.than inter-
nal medicines for cold troubles.-
Mrs. S. J. Wolf, 2N41 Dottier St.
rost-"I used Vick's V-ap-O-Rub on my
baby *leo bad bronchitle. I applied. It'
°vet his --Oneiste toliowtsinmdisectlobre
and the next morning be breathed
easier"
Mrs. M. Hickman. 4020a Laclede
Morn • A-e., says-"h have given Vick's Yap-
7e. -,....easieseame -y - -
--e•L&onSMOISIMISsieemilaikes-e- --4weesee 
•
0-Rub a thorough trial for headache.
cold in the head and chest, ruts and
burns and find it without an equal."
Mrs. W. J. Ilimmelberg. 630 Lynch
St., writes-s1 recommend Vap-O-Rub
to all mothers with small children. I
tried it on my children for colds-, sore
throat, tonsilitis, and burns, and it
certainly gave us great results.-
Mrs. J. T. Shepard, 4221a No, 9th
Street, writes-"My husband had a
very sore throat, as he has had sev-
eral times before, and always hitherto
be has had to have it lanced, but this
time he usede.Aap-O-Reib and was
cured without any trouble-
Yiek•ii comes in salvo form ar.3
when applied over the throat and
chest the body heat releases tap ingre-
dients in the foloi of vapors All night
long these vapars are inhale', with
every breath through the air passages
to the lungs, loosening the phlegm
and taking out the tightness and aore-
area You will find it quicker than.ite
erne omen-mew. and' trrin betuleAl •freely with perfect eatety 613',1111-e•























































































TIM SUILIAT LIEDOZA. MISZAT, ILT.
CALOMEL IS MERCURY, IT SICKENS!
STOP USING SALIVATING DRUG
Don't Lose a Day's Work! If Your Liver Is Sluggish or BowelsConstipated Take "Dodson's Liver Tone."—It's Fine!
You're bilious' Your liver is slug
Muth' You feel lary, dizzy and all
knocked out. Your head is dull, your
tongue Is coated, breath bad; stomach
sour and bowel. constipated But don't
take salivating calomel It makes you
Wok, you eta; lose a hays work
Calumet is mercury or quicksilver
'Whisk muses necrosis of the bones.
Calmat' crashes into sour bile like
dySamite, breaking it_SP._Thatie when
you feel that avant osmium and cramp.
Ins
If jou want to enjoy the nicest, gen-
Gest liver and bowel cleansing you
ever experienced just take a spoonful
of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone. Your
druggist or dealer sells you a 150-cent
bottle of Doilson's Liver Tons under
my personal money-back guarantee




sluggish liver better than a dose of
nasty calomel and that it won't male
Yes sick.
Dodson'. Liver Tone is real liver
medicine. You'll know it nest morn-
ing because you will wake up feeling
flue, your liver will be working, your
headache and Maslow gone, your
stomach will be sweet and your bowel.
regular Yon will feel like working:
yob'll be cliesrful; bill of vigor and
ambition.
Dodson's Liver Tone is entirely
vegetable. therefore harmless and can-
not salivate. Give it to your children'
Milliona of people are using Dodson's
Liver Tone instead of dangerous cal-
omel now. Your druggist will tell you
that the sale of calomel is almost
stopped entirely bare.
Give Your Livera chance
Take a lime tried lad proven remedy for-Liver Complaiats. Cost.iveneas, Biliousness, Jaundice, Kidney Troubles, Impure or BadBlood, Pimples, ladigestioe. If suffering from these take
Ors Thacher's liver and Blood ,Syrup
Tear Lk* sad Kklarlys ere year bell !Heads if you beep them is Seed eiredities. bet
whim negleallsel they become year mese dosser... moles. II yes are Welts er au-
titivated pee skeet/ immediately take this great prep/wanes-10e sad 11— all dealers.
No Common Cur.
Wife (angrily)-- You're a perfect
brute,
Hub (calmly)—Thanks, my dear,
for puffing me in the thoroughbred
class, anyway.
COVETED EY ALL
but possessed by few—a beautiful
bead of hair. If yours is streaked with
gray, or Is harsh and stiff, you can re-
store it to its former beauty and lus-
ter by using "La Creole" Hair Drier
tug. Price $1.00.—Adv.
The War Spirit.
A British diplomat was Praising the
cheerful and devoted spirit wherewith
Irltain are doing their
share of war work.
"There is a story that Illustrates
this line spirit," said be.
"A mar. asked his nextdoor neigh-
bor in an English town:
" 'Anybody Ill In your -house' I
heard a lot of frantic running up and
 dowoitairs -Mat -11Ight. It teemed to
— on rretty much all evening.'
'Here, by the way, I'd better ex-
plain that an English bus has a double
deck like the New York bus of Broad-
way and of Fifth avenue.
"The other man said in answer to
his friend:
'Oh, no, we've got nobody sick. It
was just my wife you heard. You see.
she's taken a job as bus conductor and
last night she thought she'd have a bit
of practice running up the steps.--
Washington Star.
Taking a Short Cut.
"I'm perfectly willing to help yen."
said the practical philanthropist, "but
you ought to try to help yourself when
the occasion presents itself."
"The last time I did that it got me
into a whole lot of trouble," answered
the shabby visitor. "In fact. I spent
some years in durance vile."
"What do you mean?"
"I helped myself to the contents of
another man's cash register"
The Philosopher.
Mrs. Knicker—Outdoor work is
healthy.
Weary Willie—Outdoor idleness is
mtich more be/Athy.
Paradoxical.
"I like that man Jobbles."
"lies straightforward."
"That's queer. Everybody says he's
• crab."
To Drive Out Malaria
And Build Up The System
Take -the Old Standard GROVE S
TASTELESS chill TONIC. You know
'that you are taking, as the formula is
printed on every label, showing it is
Quinine sod !roe in a tasteless form. The
Quinine drives out malaria, the Irma
builds op the system. 5o cents.
Fashions lit by Soldiers.
Alexander the Great is said to be re
eponeible for men shaving their faces,
the Baltimore 141m observes. When
his phalanx swept into Asia the
beards •of his soldiers were found to
be a source of danger to themselves.
In hand.to-hand encounters with the
enemy the latter were found to-NI-
seas - too great an advantage In -WW1
able to grasp the beard.. As a matter
of military necessity Alexander or-
dered all hie fighting men to shave.
Today in the trenches of Europe sol-
diers are permitting their beards to
grow as a protection against cold—
again a necessity of war—and doubt-
less the wearing of beards will be
very generally revived in come-
quence.
What Did He Expect?
For nearly an hour the salesman
had been dilating on the marvels of
the motor car he was trying to sell.
"knd the price of the car is $750,"
the customer murmured thoughtfully.
"Does that include everything"
"Yes—oh, no, of course, the lamps-
are extra."
"Lamps extra!" said the customer
sharply. "But they are shown in the
illustration." •
"My dear sir, so is a very beautiful
woman," said the salesman smoothly:




Rocker—And sufficiently deaf to
read the lips
Why All the Hurry?
Ever since the public first tasted the New Post
Toadies, the factories have been heavily taxed to supply
the demand.
These new flakes are different—better in flavour
and form. A distinguishing feature is the tiny bubbles
on each golden-brown flake, produced by a new,
patented process of manufacture.
New Post Toadies are not "chaffy" in the package;
they don't mush down when milk or cream is added
like ordinary flakes; arid there's a delicious new
flavour—the true flavour of prime, white Indian corn—
brought out for the first time.
• _______Axtholly saftifying
Kin Hubbard Essays (
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Sy isils HUBBARD.
Th' else o' this country an its pre
PfhltiehCe in certain lines 'wittiest th'
Nanette 0th' world appeal t' th' pride
U' th' average American, but they're
certain forms o' pre-eminence In which
this sense o' national pride is likely
be somewhat tempered. Take our
divorce mills far instance. With th'
exception d'''SaPan our country pro
duct's more divorces than all o' tb'
other so-called Ubristian ountries
combined, th' output for th' last fiscal
year reachin' th' grand total o' 60,602
split-ups t' which may be added by
way o' good measure forty-els nice
fresh ones from Indynoplus alone last
week:
T' full allus crushes an' disheartens
th' normally constituted person, an'
while he often pulls himself tgether
an' starts afresh' tb' scars o' defeat-
eemaln. Some fetter,. go sweY amid
flowery courtshil), after refuein' V
listen t' th' advice o' friends, after
stunihlite clown th' church stele red
an' confused t' th' sweet strains 1'
Menileissohn's eelebrated march, after
tuuniblin' "I promise," after givin' th'
minister a five dollar gold piece, after
bein' showered wilk congratulations,
after recelvin' a fiat full o' linen an'
silver—I' fall'
Silly first Impressions are account-
able fer most o' lb' connubial botch
work. A pair o' sparklin' eyes, a
couple o' strong athletic shoulders, a
well rounded figure, a military tint.
form, • pretty ankle, a musical voice,
an act o' gallantry, a winnin' smile,
pretty hair, a roguish glance, an
arched expreasion, a geld tooth. •
Norfolk coat an' a putty rpmplexion—
all o' these ale th' decoys 0' IA' co
Utietto an th' home wrecker, 
"Silly First Imre-salons Are Accountable fer Most o' th' Connubial Botch
W•Ht, A Pale o' Spindle' Eyes, a Couple o' Strong Athletic Shoulders,
Pretty Ankle, s Muelcal, Voice, an Act o' Gallantry, • WInnIn' Smile, PrettyHair, • Roguish Glance, 5 Gold Tooth an' a Purty Complexfon—All o'These Are th' Decoys o' th' Coquette an' th' Home Wrecker."
a lot o' Mg farewells go' beet wishes
an' a fine send off in tb' local paper t'
accept a lucrative an' responsible posi-
tion in some great establishment in •
fer off city only t' return in a week.
Sometimes a feller goes lot' business
with a great flare o' trumpets an' falls
in a month. Sometimes a feller 11
set forth under th' most promisln'
skies t' accomplish some laudable pur-
leme an' meet with disaster. All o' us
have failed at Nomethire or other at
some time in our lives. But what a
come down it must he, how embarrass.
in it must be, t' those who have a
spark o' pride In ther makeup t' make
a mess o' anything ax easy as mar-
riage. 0' all th' failures in life it is
HI' one most uncalled fer. After a
Th' qualities o' mind an' soul are
not worn on th' sleeve.. _These are Me
qualities that shape th' deatiniee
th' newly-wed after th' Illusions o'
wedlock fade with th' passin' o' th'
rose tinted honeymoon. These are th'
qualities too rarely considered in our
num tiiiiede bound -Apollo or
a doll-faced N'enus.
Often while readin' th' divorce col-
umn these lines from that grand ole
novel, "Cora, th' Beautiful Sewiri' Ma-
chine Girl," are brought forcibly t'
mind an' -(her true significance real-
fzed -"fichinitirtir ginrwrriired ci—Cor n's
beautiful complexion, Harold ruthless-,
ly cast her aside an' bought a ticket
for Seattle."
Th' War an'
As th' war progresses, we miss
some little thing ever'day that used t'
come from Europe, an' as a result our
celebrated Yankee ingenuity an' cre-
ative ability 11 be put t' a test. In
some respects th' situation is lament-
able, but no cloud is without its silver
BMW. Th' general demoralization
our commerce gives promise of shut-
tin' off Paris fashions. This is as it
should he. It 11 high time American
women bad some Jurisdiction over
ther waist lines. For years a litt,e
handful o' Paris modistes have been
decidin' whether it wuz th' thing fer
a woman t' be flat or round. Fur
over a year our bulkier women have
been Win' around waitin' ler a tip
from Paris before venturin' In th'
open, while ther thin-spaced sisters
were allowed ever' freedom.
W'hose tastes are considered by th'
men who create th' Paris fashions?
Paris Fashions
American close reefed modest priced
turban fer ever' day Is another thing
that should be an easy matter for even
th' milliners o' Elwood. An' it seems
t' me that with our vast resources an'
native blonde trimmers some means
could be provided whereby a fair look
In' Sunday hat could he devised on
this side o' th' Atlantic—somethin'
that would half way resemble th' price
an' still leave a little tobacco money
fer th' husband or father.
Why should American women wear
a gown whose dominant note suggests
th' nearly fergotten spirit o' th'
French revolution? Why not wear
somethin' that's a reminder o' how
close we come t' raisin' It with Mex-
ico? We read in th' fashion note.-
"Again you see th' exceedinly narrow
skirt grown a trifle fuller at th knees
than ankles, but ample in th' straight
somewhat heavy, drapery o' th' grad
"It Is High Time American Women Had Some Jurisdiction Over Ther Waist
Lines. Fer Years a Little Handful o' Paris Modistes Have Been Decidin'
Whether it Wuz th' Thing fer a Woman t' Be Fiat or RoLind."
Innocent American girls flutter alor.fl
our streets dolled up like th' brazen
race track habitues o' Budapest, while
ther mothers are decked out an' scent-
ed like th' Clydesdale matrons o'
Monte Carlo.
Why can't th' women o' this coun-
try create ther own fashions an' de-
sign Cher own don dads? If we kin
Invent churns an' twine-binders an'
'phonergraphs an' car couplers an'
cherry seeders an' steam shovels why
can't we all put Ugether an' churn out
• respectable skirt, or a pair o'
opaque hose? 'Why should our autumn
gowns toiler th' Turkish idea instead
o' th' Zanesville idea? If a dressmak-
er in Urbana, 0.. created anything
as terrible as th' "Spectre de la Rose"
transparent da.ncin' gown. wherein th'
lower extremities are held at bay by
a trail curtain o' point de Mencon
Inc.. shed be white capped. .But th'
modistes o' Paris kin design with Im-
punity while our American women don
ther creations without a blusb.
Thor whauld be enough creeti*2-
ma--reeen tn Pere. lad, r-Turtr
an' eveninik gown quit would leave
a little fer th• tmaginati‘n A nifty
uated ripple tunic" Yit our women
are anxious an' ready t' tackle th'
momentous questions o' th' day at th'
polls.
Now thet we're all fairly familiar
with th' female figure let us hope that
one o' th' consequences o' th' Euro-
pean war will be an era o' conceal-
ment rather than revealment in our
styles fer women.
(Protected by Adams Sea sparer Serviee_i
Emulation.
Josh—Why do you think college
boys are so fond of athletics'
Bosh—,1 suppose that the youngeters
overhear us old chaps bragging' bout
what we did when we were boys an'
sort feel it their duty to try to keel
up.
Clean the Blood
Spring is the time of the year_wheit
we should put our house in order.
We're run down after a hard winter—
after grip, colds, catarrh It's time
to take Dr. Pieree's Golden Medical
Discovery, purely vegetable and free
from alcohol or narcotics It will
search out impure and poisonous mat-
ter and drive It from the system Buy
"Discovery" new In tablets or liquid
It will dissolve the poisonous accu-
mulations and replace the bad hlooti
it drives out, with rich, pure blood full
of vital force.
It will clear the skin; eczema, pim-
ples, reek blotches will dry up and
disappear; bolls, carbuncles arid other
evidences of tainted blood will pass
away, never to appear again.
*norm
"I sleep like a log."




"Anurie" is a recent discovery Of
Doctor Pierce, who is bead of the Is-
v•Il is Hotel, Buffalo, N Y. )aoul-
meats at Or Pierce's Hospital for erif-
eral years proved that "Await:" is a
wonderful eliminator of uric acid. For
these easily recognised symptoms of
Inflammation— as backache, scalding
urine and frequent urination, as well
as sediment in the urine, or If uric
at Id In the blood has caused rheuma-
tism, it is simply wonderful bow surely
"A ourie" acti, and in gravel and motet
invariably the pains and stiffness rap.
Idly disappear.
CID to your siesrest-dreg Mere tad -
simply ask for a 60 cent package of
"Anode." or send Dr. Pierce 10c fur
trial pkg.
L*66 Reason to Sc.
rather—Aren't you sorry now that
"With the saw going through Hr.— you hit Willie Jones?




"Pape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
Time it' in the minutes all stomach
distress will go. No Indigestion, heart-
-burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
Or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
• Pipes Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most cer-
tain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
fifty-cent case of Pipe's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right. Don't keep on being miserable
—life Is too short—you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest it; en-
joy_ It, without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pipe's Diapepsin belongs ID ycur
home anyway. Should one of the fam-
ily eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
treltrestterti,
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.
A mail and express auto, traversing
the wilds of Colorado has a bandit.
proof cage in the telt for ealgabi
--it Takes the Fire Out. - 
To take the tire out of a burn or
scald quickly use Hanford's Balsam of
Myrrh. Apply it lightly at once and
the inflamed skin should be quickly
cooled. Be prepared for accidents by
always having a bottle on hand. Adv.
Nature cannot jump from winter to
summer without a spring, nor from
summer to winttor without a feel.
USE ALLEN'R FOOT-EMU:
The antiseptic powder to be shaken into
shoes and used in foot-bath It relieves
painful, Begotten, smarting. aching, tired
feet and instantly takes the sting out of
corns and bunions The greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Sold everywhere. =•••
Trial package PREE. Address Allen 8.
Olmsted, Le Roy, IV, Y. Adv,
I never knew a man who could t
nessese these qualities. and epeedlly new*chew tobacco gracefully tithe bow el • their natural neristallteferalls
Ire *a seaUal to resumer,. 
Weak. Fainty Hears. and Hysterics Tity THE OLD RELIABLEtan be rectified be taking "Reoevine' swart and nerve tonic. Price 5oc and $ z Mv
DO YOU NEED A KIDNEY
REMEDY?
Khmer's Ilwarrionoet is not woe-.
mended for everything. but if you have
IttfineY, liver or bladder trouble. It may
be round lust the remedy you need.
Plevamp•Itoot makes friend', quickly be.
cause Its mild arid immediate eirre,t
soon realited In wart rases It is a gentle
healing herbal compourid-a physician's
Prescriptiott. which has proved Its great
curative vaults In thousands of tho moat
iiirtrissing iitees according to reliable
testimony.
All drugglsts Itic and till) rise.
You may have a sample else bottle If
this always r•listile preparation by Pare
col Post, also _pamphlet toning about It.
Address fir. 1Climer Co. Binghamton,
N Y and emit'., ten cents, also niceties
tnut paper.—Adv.
Natives of Sumatra make drinking
cups of rhinoceros horn, believing it
a cure for poison.
YOUR GRAY, FADED OR GRAY-STREAKE1
HAIR EVENLY DARKENED
WITHOUT OYES
Do this. Apply like a shampoo Q-Ban
Hair Color Restorer to your Isidr and
scalp, and dry hair in sunlight. A few
applications like this turn all your
gray, faded, dry or gray-streaked hair
to an even, beautiful dark shade.
(.1:13au also . makes 'Cab and entire-head of hair healthy, so all your hair
(whether gray or not) is left soft,
fluffy, lustrous, wavy, thick, evenly
dark, charming and fascinating, with.
a trace of gray hair showing.
jnsist on having Q-Ban, as it is harm-
leis—no dye—but guaranteed to dark-
gray hair or money returned._ 'Big
-bottle 50c at druggists' or sent pre-
paid. Address Q-Ban, Front St., Mem-
phis, Tenn.—Advertisement.
A girl loses her self-pessession when
she puts on a wedding ring.
THAT GRIM WHITE SPECTRE,
Pneumonia, follows on the heels of •
neglected cough or colt Delay no
longer. Take Mansfield's Cough Bal-
sam. Price 60c and $1.00.—Adv.
Sin puts disorder in the universe.
Ts cure outiveness tie we:dicta, mese be
more than • purgatives It mou it contain ariaGasmen* &ad Cat bank prooertie•
A Man can even boast of his rheu-
madam—until he gets it.
For bruises use Hanford's
Adv.




Balsam. I Fo r
A PIKE GEKCIAL IMNICIOGNIENZINI TO 
MALARIA cHrlifitea
W. N. U., MEMPHIS. N0,12-111111.
COLT DISTEMPER
You can prevent this loathsome di  from runn(ngthrough your stable and cure all the colts suffering withIt when you begin the treatment. No matter how young.SPOHN'Ill is safe to use on any colt. It is wonderful howIt prevents all distempers, no matter how colts or horsesat any age are "exposed." All good druetrista and turfgoods houses and manufacturers sell WOWS', at 60 centsand $1 a bottle; $S and SIC a dozen SPORN MEDICAL
CO.. Cbesallisto and ilsetertollogiota, Goalies. Ina., E. IL A.
11111J. .11.1111tWilinal 1111 I I lag I
• 11. _
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Why bear those pains?




A rrrsts In fla m ma t ion_
Prevents serve compli-
cations. Just put a feof
drops on thaw poin,[al.
.
wife telephones me 'there's an m I spot and the pain d.aei° IN
Explosions.
Flatbush-1 see by the -paper that a
telephone which Is claimed to be en-
plesionproof has been invented,
Beneonhuitst—Why. I never beard of
an explosion—in a telephone.
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ON the above dates, the merchants whose names appear at the botom of this ad, willhave on display in their various places of business; complete and up-to-date stocks of
New Spring Merchandise in all lines. These days will be great feast days—not only from
the point of all that is pleasing to the eye in the way of lavish decorations, but best of
all pleasing prices will be made by all merchants 'participating.
I
We desire to demonstrate to the buyers of
Calloway county, and others within reach,
that Murray is the logical and best place to
do your buying. :
A. B. Beale & Son
E. S. Diuguid & Son
Baker & Glasgow .
Sexton Brothers • 
Murray Saddle and Harness
Company
Bank of Murray




—Dale, Stubblefield & Com'py.
Holland-Hart Drug Company
Graham, Miller & Owen
We request your presence and a
royal welcome awaits you. Every
effort will be made to supply your needs
W. T. Sledd & Company
T. J. Stubblefield
Ryan & Sons Company
Jai T. Parker
Robertson & Farmer
0. T. Hale & Company
E. B. Holland & Company
kyan's Clothing Store  
Wadlington & Company .
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Road Notice. State of-Ohio, city of To -tit', ,
Lucas county year-old registered jack No. 10-,
Notice is hereby given that
the undersigned petitioners will
file a petition in the Calloway
county court to open and estab-I
lish a public road 30 feet wide, I
beginning on the section line be- 1
tween sections 27 and 28, town-
shin 2, range 4 east, where the
Frank J. Cheney makes oati• that
he is senior partner ot me firm of
F. J. Cheney dt Co., dot g tEFtn.rra
in the city of Toledo, county olid
State aforesaid, and a
will pay the sum of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
same croeses the state road and "re' FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscrib-running south on the said sec- Sworned in my presence. this 6th day of
tion line.until it intersects the December A. D. UM
Murray and Boydsville (seal) A. W. GLEASON.
passing over the lands of L A.
L. Langston. J. N. Williams, W.
L. Whitnell, Beulah Broach, C.
B. Richardson. George Atkins,
Bob Whitnell and Charlie Whit-
nell. Said petition will be filled
at the regular March term of
said court. Witness our hands,
this March 15, 1916—C. B. Rich-
ardson, Beulah Broach, W. H.
Broach, Joe Lancaster. —
Wait a-,c1 read it in RED next
week. Don't miss it.
-Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally. and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testinsoniala free.
F. J. CHENEY rt CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by all druggist. 76c.
Take Hall's Faintly Pills for Con-
stipation.
Mr. C. A. Bishop was called to
Sturgis, Ky., the past week to
attend the funeral and burial of








Why bear those pains?
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JOHN HAKTEKAN.—A o u r-1
291, will make this season at my
barn three miles northwest of
Murray, at $6.00 to insure liv-
ing colt eight days old. I will
give two season premiums, one;
for the best mare mule and also l
one on the best horse mule.
This jack stands 14i hands high
and weighs about eight hundred
pounds. Come and get the best
and cheapest mules, as the best
is none too good and the cheap-
est is none too cheap. an -
ing you for your patronage. I
remain yours for business.—C.
M. Brinn. 394
Read What thick Jake Taylor Says  
About Horse-Joy Tonic.
I wish to state that I have
been using the, Condition Pow-
der made by H. P. Wear, and
now known as Horse-Joy Tonic,
for several years and:have found
l it to be the very best remetly
for stock I have ever used. If
I an animal is not doing well, pu-
I ny, or won't:eat to your satis-
If action, this preparation willimprove all these conditions rap-
idly and will make [the hair
I smooth. It is also very fine for
poultry.—Jake F. Taylor. 324
Durocs at Auction From Ashbrook Du-
roc Farm of Pembroke, Ky.
DUROC SALE
Annual March Brood Sow and Boar Sale
from Ashbrook Duroc Farm, Pembroke, Ky.,
and Mayfield Farms, Lexington, Ky. To be held
at Predew Bros. Sale Barn, at 210 Jefferson St.,
Paducah, Kentucky -
MARCH 21st, 1916
We will sell 40 head of tried sows and gilts. All of
which are safe with pigs for early farrow.
Also selling 10 spring and fall boars of unusual
merit, a few of which will make good in the show ring
if properly fitted. The above offering is sired by IM-
PERATOR U. S. Taxpayer, Orion Fancy, Pals Orion,
Chief Perfection, The Kentuckian, Royal Superb.%
John's Orion Elm Chief Jr., Pride E Nuff, Col. Gem,
High Model and Forrest Chief.
This is one of the handsomest and most useful of-
ferings we have ever cataloged for a sale, and a few of
these we are only selling-as attractions.
We invite you to call and inspect our sale animals
the morning of March 21st. and attend our sale at 1:00
o'clock wheLher you wish to make a Purchase or not.
We intend to have as for evervbody aid I am
sure COLS..,IGLEHART and HENGST can make it
pleasant-for you. - _ _
For Catalog er ether infonpation, address JOHN H. WIL-
LIAMS, Per-Apr(16,14.




 TheTime Has Come To Choose Your Seed.
You can make a fancied sal ing by bLying inferior seed and "Lttia
a Flar‘est of Regret."
Out advice to you is to pay a fair price for an honest product—
SOW GOLD MEDAL SEEDS
The Sure Grov ing Kind
AND REAP A GOLDEN HARVEST
Sexton Brothers, • Murray, Kentucky
Notice to Creditors.
C. A. Hood having sold his in-
terest in the lumber business to
his partners, and in orderlo set-
tle the indebtedness of the old
in and settle t tit ir accounts and
rotes with us. Your prompt at-
tention to this will be appreciat-
ed, as we Mat • ,ave settlement
at once. Your friends,
Hood, Hughes sk. Irvan.
firm, forces us to ask that each
and everyone owing us to coin, Buyers read the Ledger ads
Artist Charmer 2391 Shis finele Rezister-ed Sadd Stallionwill make the season of 1916 at my stable G miles west of Murrayand 2 miles northeast of Lynn Grove, at $10.00 to insure a livirc•colt S days old. 20 per cent discount if you pay when col.t is :=days old. IF you want a pri2;e winner breed to this horse. He aridhis colts have won more prerniurits at-our county fairs than-111_1,11;x-others con3Vinell. He is a dark bay 1Z: hands high,- This is n'true picture of him. . •
Black Joe. Jr. ThiA-4*wiii1-1- Pt Dlorn ff'
, _ •
• 1U* with gi.,-r• Grn77, as ftibove.
1. T. Crawford, Lynn Ciro‘e
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